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m ltidimensional Fourier transform. The above principles embody the foundation of
3-D tamographic or projective Imaging radars capable of furnishing unprecedented

resolution through a judicial combination of angular (spatial), spectral, and
polarization diversity.

During the period of this report efficient methods for accessing the 3-D
Sourier space of conducting and dielectric objects were studied and implemented

using a versatile automated microwave measurement and Imaging facility. _
cIlIty is capable of simlating any Innovative or existing radar Inagn configu-
ration In the (2-18) G~a range cost-effectively, i.e., without having to actually
build a prototype of the Imaging aperture. Polarization diversity and automated
digital correction of the acquired data for system response and anechoic chamber
clutter are provided for. Plans for extending the capabilities of this facility
ell Into the millimeter range are underway. Uigh resolution projection Images of

complex objects were obtained for the first time from realistic data collected
with this facility utilizing wavelength and polarization diversity measurements
in the (6-17) GQz. Three-dimenslonal resolution of one to tvo centimeters vas des-
onstrated for both conducting and dielectric bodies of complex shape. Efficient
accessing of the Fourier space was achieved with the aid of a unique " et de-
,U ed AcieuW e (TDR) technique that can synthesize the equivalent of a reference
point on the target during data processing. The many advantages of the TD method
make the Implementation of 3-D tomographic Imaging radar concepts practical. Use
of polarization Informationand appriori knowledge of object symmetry are shown to
lead to Image enhancement and to achieving projection images of several test ob-
jectsincluding a scale model of a B-52,with unprecedented resolution. Similar
projection image of dielectric bodies show the excellent potential of 3-D tomo-
graphic Imaging techniques in nondestructive evaluation (NDR) specially when thea
are extended to the millimeter wave range.

Several hybrid (opto-digital) 3-D Image reconstruction and display methods idi
potential of real-time operation were studied. These lead to the development of a
FouAim came , an incoherent Fourier transform (F.T) technique, suited for use
with spatially Incoherent scenes Including CRT displays. The method Is opto-elec-
tronic In nature and Is based on the projection-slice theorem. Wide dynamic range
ad complex operation are achieved by elimination of the dynamic bias problem
that plagues most Incoherent F.T schemes and by using two colors to represent the
real and Imaginary parts of an input function. Throughputs of one to two orders
of magnitude better than digital array processors appear feasible.

The above research Is providing the foundations of a new generation of Imaging
radars capable of yielding 3-D Image detail of distant objects with near optical
resolution or better especiallywhen operation through atmospheric turbulence and
Inclmint weather is desired.

Also during the period of this report work s Initiated on the use of fre-
quemey diversity In 3-D Imaging of Incoherent objects. Experiments conducted
using acoustical noise and ctoss-spectral power density measurements have yielded
high resolution projection Image of a 3-D distribution of acoustic noise emitters
establishing thereby for the first time the validity of accessing the Fourier
space of incoherent objects by spectrally selective cross-correlationseasureen,
This work has important Implications in incoherent uasging where the spectral c
tent of random wavefields is utilized to gain Information about the 3-D structure
of the emitting object. Work in this ares and on our Fourier camera are being
merged in an Investigation of Incoherent Imaging systems that incorporate smart
ualtisperture systems akin to those In the compound eye of certain insects. Such
systmi have the promise of being optimized to perform certain detection and
Identification tasks better than traditional Imaging.
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HIGH RESOLUTION FREQUENCY SWEPT IMAGING

1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM STUDIED

The Implementation of high resolution longwave (microwave and acoustic)

Inverse scattering or holographic imaging systems involves measurement of the

object scattered field over extended recording apertures that subtend suffi-

ciently large solid angles at the object. Because of the discrete nature of

longwave sensors, only a sampled version of the scattered field distribution

over the recording aperture can be recorded. Sampling considerations ordinarily

require dense sampling to avoid retrieved image degradation through deteriora-

tion of the Impulse response and aliesing. The cost of implementing such densely

sampled apertures is at present quite prohibitive because of the large number

and high cost of the coherent sensors needed to form the aperture specially

for the Imaging of remote scattering objects where the extent of the aperture

required to yield useful resolution is quite large even at millimeter wavelengths.

Obviously apeAtWiI tkinnin by reduction of the number of elements can be em-

ployed to cut cost. However a systematic study of ordered and random aperture

thinning [1], [21 Indicates rapid deterioration in resolution and image quality

with degree of thinning. The effect of aperture thinning is best described by

its influence on the shape and level of side-lobes of the impulse response or

point spread function of the- aperture (2]. It is generally true that even with
-- ,

an acceptable degree of thinning, where the deterioration of image quality is

still tolerable, the cost of longwave apertures remains generally high. To

overcome this constraint we have proposed and studied during the period of this

report the use of target derived reference techniques [3]-[6],[14] and demon-

am-1-



strated the utility of wavelength diversity [3J,[4] as a means of making a

highly thinned (sparse) aperture collect more information about a scattering

conducting or nondispersive object thus Imparting to the aperture a resolution

capability better than would be possible monochromatically at the shortest

operational wavelength case. The effect of wavelength diversity can be ex-

plained in terms of spectral aperture synthesis or as trade-off between costly

spatial degrees of freedom associated with the number of elements and the less

costly spectral degrees of freedom associated with wavelength diversity. Spe-

cifically one can show from inverse scattering theory [3]-[81 that coherent

multiaspect monostatic or bistatic measurements of the far field scattered by

a plane wave illuminated nondispersive object as a function of frequency, can

be used to access the 3-D Fourier space I'(p) of the object scattering function

y(r), r and p being 3-D position vectors in object space and Fourier space, re-

spectively. The scattering function represents the 3-D geometrical distribution

and strength of those object scattering centers that contribute to the measured

field. Normalization of the measured field for range-phase, clutter, and system

frequency response leads in principle to accessing a finite volume r (p) of the
m

Fourier space r(p). It is possible then as shown by computer simulation in

references [3] and [4] to retrieve a d2 iraction and noi6e Uin.ted version yd(')

of the object scattering function y(T) by 3-D Fourier inversion.

Our research program in wavelength and polarization diversity imaging involves

the analytical, numerical, and experimental evaluation of the potential and utility

of the concepts briefly outlined above for developing the foundations of a new

generation of cost-effective imaging radars capable of providing 3-D image in-

formation about distant scatterers either tom9AphOty or pkoje ve t with

near optical resolution or even better. Such capability will be valuable in

-2-



remote and medium range object identification and classification, in develop-

in& criteria for radar-cross section management (enhancement or reduction), in

nondestructive evaluation (NDE), and remote imaging for damage assessment.

To this end, our research during the period of this report has focused on

the study and assessment of efficient and "smart" procedures for data acquisition

1employing novel TDR techniques. These techniques applied in the 6-17 GRZ regime

have enabled the accessing of a single slice in the 3-D Fourier space of complex

shaped test objects and subsequent reconstruction of a pwojction image of the

3-D distribution of scattering centers. Unprecedented centimeter resolution has

been demonstrated using realistic data collected in our Expe&imentaL MiCADave

lmugiM FawCitLt for a relatively small number of angular "looks" or object

aspect angles. Despite their excellent quality, these microwave images indicate

several avenues for improvement that have the potential of making then approach

and perhaps exceed the quality and resolution of optical and I i.magers whose

resolution is limited by turbulent or inclement atmospheric conditions realizing

thereby the full potential of wavelength and polarization diversity imaging tech-

niques predicted by theory.

Constraints on accessing the Fourier space over the extended volumes required

for the study of true 3-D tomographic Imaging imposed by limitations on the

volume of data that can be stored in and handled (for example by our present

MINC 11/03 computer) have prompted us to examine the concept of tomographic (and

projective) image retrieval from incomplete Fourier space data [9) whereby the

Fourier space of the scatterer is accessed over a curved surface instead of over

a volume as vould ordinarily be needed in order to retrieve 3-D object detail.

The results (see Appendix V) pave the way for a realistic way of studying 3-D

tomoSraphic imaging of scale models of aerospace and other man made objects

from actual date collected in our anechoic chamber measurement facility.

-3-
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Durl"g the pieceedIng period of the program the emphasis has mainly been

oan the development of static stepped frequency measurement techniques suitable

for use in automated measurements of objects that are stationary while the data

is being collected. Dynamic frequency swept data acquisition techniques are

needed in the Imaging of moving targets. We have started the study of such

-dynamic methods and these W.l2 be receiving increased attention in our work.

These are being developed for use in demonstrating near optical microwave imagery

of for eample a passing aircraft.

The thrust of our research in wavelength and polarization diversity in the fu-

ture will therefore be aimed at the study and development of efficient dynamic data

acquisition techniques that can be applied outside the confines of the laboratory

and on the detailed study of methods of Improving Image quality which include the

use of a pticki knowledge and robust (noise tolerant) deconvolution for Image

enhancement and restoration. The fact that the 3-D accessed Fourier space data

can be reduced in dimensionality to 2-D or 1-D through the application of the

projection-slice theorem will allow the study and comparison of the effective-

ness of 1-D and 2-D enhancement and restoration methods. In fact, reduction of

dimensionality is proving to be a most useful and powerful tool in our research

in Image understanding and processing.

An a alysis of the point-spread function (PSF) of idealized wavelength di-

versity imaging systems shows that considerable advantages of improved resolution and

speckle supprbssion can be obtained by increasing the spectral range beyond the 6-17

Gs range utilized so far in our experimental studies. This is expected however to

lead in practice to situations where spectral information can be collected only

over separate non overlapping segments of the overall spectral window desired where

high power sources, receivers and other gear are available. A segmented spectral

-4-
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window will then result leading to the accessing of the Fourier space over un-

connected regions. The feasibility of using robust interpolation methods to "fill

in" the data in the missing bands will therefore be considered in our future research.

The experimental counterpart of this future research requires extending the lower

frequency bound of our measurement system down to 2 GHz or lower and the upper bound

initially to 40 GHz. Reducing the lower bound of our system from 6 GHz to 2 GHz is

particularly important for supressing certain resonance effects apparent in the images

retrieved so far, while increasing the upper bound will lead to visualization of

finer detail of the test objects utilized in our studies. The net effect is expected

to be a dramatic improvement of image quality beyond the good images of Laboratory

scale objects already obtained and to better prediction of the imaging performance

of broadband microwave systems with real-world objects.

To fully utilize the 3-D imaging capabilities of wavelength and polarization di-

versity imaging we have been also concerned with the study of high speed hybrid

(opto-digital) computing as a means for true 3-D image reconstruction and dis-

play. The ability to display a true 3-D image is extremely important for ex-

ploiting #v full potential of the human eye-brain system in recognition specially

when the number of the 3-D distributed microwave scattering centers on a visualized

target is limited. One hybrid computing scheme being studied (see Appendix VI)

is based on carrying out a series of 2-D optical Fourier transforms of "Pghted

p/wjection hotogAma,corresponding to different slices of the object, at very high

frame rates employing incoherent light. The ability to perform 2-D fourier

transforms of natural scenes at high speed with this scheme provides a new means

of 3-D image formation based again on the projection-slice theorem which will be

considered also in our future work in addition to our research in 3-D incoherent

imaging techniques based on spectrally selective cross-correlation measurements

(see Appendix IX). Both of the above aspects of our research are leading our

-5-
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research to the consideration of multiaperture systems capable of performing

specific remote sensing tasks with high efficiency as in certain biological

systems [ [11].

2. SUMhARY OF IMPORTANT RESULTS

The research program covered by this final report was initiated to study

and develop optimal data acquisition and image reconstruction procedures suit-

able for use in inverse scattering and three-dimensional microwave imaging by

wavelength and polarization diversity. Important findings and accomplishments

of the program and conclusions that can be drawn from them are summarized below.

Details are found in Appendices I to XI.

(a) The first centimeter resolution microwave projective and tomographic

imagery of scattering centers of a complex conducting target from data measured

utilizing frequency, angular, and polarization diversity techniques is demonstrated.

*This is achieved with realistic microwave scattering data obtained with a versa-

tile experimental microwave imaging facility consisting of a network analyzer

that was designed, assembled and installed in an anechoic chamber environment

under partial support from this program. A variety of test targets are utilized

in the study ranging from simple to complex shaped targets. Digital signal pro-

K cessing techniques are employed in the preprocessing and image retrieval.

(b) Several TDR (target derived reference) schemes were conceived and

evaluated for the purpose of removing the range-phase term from the collected

data to facilitate accessing the 3-D Fourier space of the scatterer. One of

these involving: (i) precise range estimation from each coherent T/R (trans-

mitter/receiver) station interrogating the target from different aspects to a

-6-
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prominent visible scattering center on the target or to a scattering centroid,

and (ii) use of successive cross-correlation of adjacent angular records for

fine phase-adjustment "phase tweeking", was shown to be practical enabling the

a. retrieval of Imagery with unprecedented resolution.

(c) Microwave image reconstruction using a filtered-back projection

* scheme as opposed to the Fourier inversion scheme was studied and demonstrated

for the first time in microwave imaging.

(d) Three-dimensional imaging of dielectrics was studied and demonstrated

in the context of non-destructive evaluation.

(e) The utility of our microwave measurement facility, not only in micro-

wave imaging studies, but also as a versatile tool for characterizing and evalu-

-. ating the performance of microwave components and devices such as antennas, ampli-

fiers, modulators ... etc., and in instrument calibration over a wideband of fre-

quencies covering 2-18 GHz range was established.

(f) High quality images were obtained using digital image reconstruction

algorithms based on far field inverse scattering considerations under the physical

optics and Born approximations. These demonstrate that the physical optics

scattering regime can furnish a viable approach for imaging the scattering centers

of an object.

(g) The multiaspect frequency response data used in image formation were

obtained from far field measurements done without having to maintain phase co-

herence from one frequency response measurement to another. This has important

Simplications when multi-aspect interrogation of the scatterer with an array of

widely spaced broadband monostatic coherent transmitter/receiver stations is em-

ployed as the mode for data acquisition. It means that maintenance of phase co-

herence between the sources at the various stations is not essential during data

acquisition. The phase coherence is introduced through the TDR technique during data

-7-
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*. processing. This eliminates the need for reference signal distribution networks

which are known to be a major obstacle in the realization of giant microwave co-

-:. herent imaging apertures because of economical and practical constraints on their

* implementation and is expected to considerably reduce atmospheric phase distortions

and doppler effects in wavelength diversity imaging of remote moving targets.

(h) A study of phase retreival from amplitude data in the context of in-

verse scattering and wavelength diversity imaging was conducted because of the

great simplicity of measuring amplitude alone instead of amplitude and phase.

It is found that the individual frequency responses of a scatterer are eau at

but not miimum ph"e. As a result phase retreival from amplitude through the

Hilbert transform does not appear to be viable. Preliminary results of a digital

simulation show however that phase information retreived from multiaspect amplitude

responses of a test object consisting of a collection of point scatterers yields

the correct image plus additional spurious detail. Further investigation of

this aspect of our study is planned.

(i) The Fourier domain slice data accessed by the microwave imaging sys-

tem described in our work (see Appendix VII) is identical to the Fourier domain

data that one might access in the inverse SAR geometry of Fig. 2 (a) of Appendix

VII or the imaging radar network geometry of Fig. 2 (b) of Appendix VII. The

equivalence of the latter two geometries can be verified by drawing the p-space

sampling format for these equivalent geometries to find that they are identical

since both access the p-space of the scatterer over the same range of aspect angles

one doing so sequentially in time as the scatterer progresses in its flight and the

other acquiring the same data all at once. The question of p-space data acquisition

in the presence of scatterer motion 1, not discussed in our reported work since

the emphasis has been on imagery of stationary scatterers in an anechoic chamber

-8-



environment. As mentioned earlier a study of accessing the p-space of a scatterer

in the presence of relative motion is currently underway.

*(j) Because the TDR technique results in a recording configuration similar

to that of a lensless Fourier transform hologram, the resolution and spacial

sampling requirement from the recording device (recording aperture) are greatly

relaxed. This leads to significant reduction of the number of receiving elements

in the recording aperture that are needed to achieve good image quality.

(k) Because in addition to being dependent on geometry the dimensions of

the acquired three-dimensional data manifold in p-space are dependent on the

spectral range of the incident wave, super-resolution (i.e.*, resolution beyond

the classical limit of the available physical aperture) is achieved. This aper-

ture synthesis by frequency diversity further helps in cutting down array cost,

since a highly thinned array aperture can be used to frequency synthesize a

larger array with higher filling factor.

(1) One of the significant accomplishments of this phase of our program

has been the use of a vector reformulation of inverse scattering in an experi-

mental demonstration of frequency diversity imaging that accounts f-ully for

the vector nature of the electromagnetic field and provides therefore ways in

which polarization diversity can be utilized to improve image quality.

(a) Customarily, the scattering function y(r) (see Appendix VII) is

identified as the scattering function of the objecta defined when the object is

perfectly reflectin has unity within it and zero outside [71,[8]. The results

presentad in Appendix VII show that in practice y(r) can assume zero values on

those parts oy scatterer's surface that are not seen by the imaging system (i.e.,

do not scatter radiation in the direction of the observation points but rather

scatter It specularly away from them). An example is found in the case of the

flat wing sections and other gross detail in imagery presented in Appendix VI.

idntfid s hescttrngfuctonofth o~e deind he te-b9-ti



(n) The data collected by a thinned array of coherent receivers inter-

*cepting the wavefield scattered from a distant target, as the frequency of its

illumination and/or its direction of incidence is changed, can be stored as a

three-dimensional data manifold in Fourier domain from which a 3-D image of the

target can be retrieved by means of (i) a three-dimensional Fourier transform,

--. ,

(ii) a sequence of two-dimensional Fourier transforms based on the weighted

Fourier projection theorem, or (iii) a sequence of one-dimensional Fourier

transform and using the filtered-back-projection theorem. The PSF (Point

Spread Function) is spatially variant since the size and shape of the three-

dimensional data manifold in p-space and therefore the PSF and resolution will

depend on the relative positions between the target, transmitter and receiving

array and also on the spectral range of the illumination utilized.

(o) Assuming the scattering process is linear, the frequency response

of a scatterer is related to the impulse response by a Fourier transform. This

means that when impulse illumination is utilized, instead of frequency swept

illumination, a three-dimensional manifold in p-space may be generated by

Fourier transforming the far field impulse response measured at each receiver,

correcting for unequal delay times, and storing the result in p-space of the

object at the values of p accessed by each receiver. The image reconstruction

algorithms utilized in our work and referred to earlier can then be used to yield

three-dimensional Image information. Time domain inverse scattering concepts

as extensively studied for example by Moffatt [12] and Bennett [13] are then

applicable.

(p) Projection imagery of characteristic highlights or scattering centers

of complex shaped targets of the kind employed in our work is shown to provide

sufficient geometrical image detail to enable target classification and identifi-

cation which is the goal in a modern imaging radar system.

-10-
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(') The centimeter resolution referred to in item (a) is demnstrated

through the use of frequency diversity in the 6-17 G~z range and angular di-

versity over 90" (polarization diversity that combines two orthogonal states of

polarizations In the data acquisition can also be used) and through the use of

digital Image reconstruction and enhancement algorithms. Excellent microwave

image quality is obtained from data contained in a single finite slice of the

Fourier domain accessed in a polar format of 128 equally spaced radial lines

covering an angle of 90* with each radial line containing 128 complex data

4 points covering a spectral window of 6-17 GE:. A study, of the effect of

angular aperture reduction and thinning, shows that reducing the number of radial

lines (angular looks) covering the 900 angular aperture from 128 to 32

causes little change in image quality while narrowing the angular aperture

* to 450 does not degrade the image quality to a degree that renders it un-

recognizable.

(r) The retrieved image is nearly free of speckle noise which plagues

conventional coherent Imaging systems. Speckle noise suppression is attributed

to frequency diversity which tends to suppress and smooth out the side-lobes of

the Impulse response (or PSI) of a coherent Imaging system making it behave

* thereby like a speckle-free incoherent Imaging system as discussed in Appendix X.

(s) The range resolution of the wavelength diversity Imaging process

studied in our work will not deteriorate with range to the target, as long as

1ina-to-noise ratio and the extent of the spectral and angular (aspect)

windows utilized are preserved. This lends credence to the proposal of cost-

effective, extremely broadband coherent radar networks composed of several tens

of stations distributed over continental distance for use in the imaging and

:identification of aerospace targets with centimeter resolution. Such resolution

MY surpass the capability of conventional optical system whose resolution, un-



like microwave systems, is severely degraded by atmospheric turbulence.

(t) Linear and nonlinear digital image processing using a priori and a

posteriori knowledge can be applied to modify the original reconstructed image to

an enhanced version more informative subjectively pleasing to the observer. This ,!

indicates that a powerful image processor is a necessary tool for the future re-

search work in the M.O./K.O. Laboratory. In the future this will be achieved by

connecting our HINC 11/2 computer to a VAX 750 made accessible to our work by the

Artificial Intelligence and Robotics Laboratory of the Moore School.

(u)" The techniques developed demonstrate that microwave tomographic

imaging systems can be used in the study of not only conducting scatterers

but also dielectric objects for non-destructive evaluation.

(v) The results of the tomographic imagery presented in this report show

that more research work is necessary in studying recording geometries and

image processing n order to present a three-dimensional tomographic image cost-

effectively, for example through the use of inverse convolution (deconvolution)

techniques that can remove the effect of the PSI of the p-space accessed by

the highly thinned semi-circular apertures considered in Appendix V.

(w) The microwave imaging approach studied in our work has the potential

of being implementable in a real-time microwave imaging radar with the aid of

advanced microwave instrumentation such as comb generators, channalized receivers,

monopulse trackers, and array processors and coherent and noncoherent hybrid

(opto-digital) computing devices that have the potential for furnishing true 3-D

image display.

(x) The concepts of 3-D tomographic and projective imaging by wavelength

and angular diversity studied extensively in our work are extendable to inter-

ferometric Imaging of 3-D incoherent objects (see Appendix XI). Preliminary ex-

perimental results obtained using ultrasound are extremely encouraging. These

-12-
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lay the foundation for passive imaging radiometers in which the spectral degrees

of freedom of the random wave-field generated by the object can be utilized to

obtain 3-D detail.

We conclude this section by noting several areas of application which would

benefit from the findings reported here when either microwave or acoustical

0 radiations are utilized.

(a) Construction of images of distant aero-space objects, surface vessels,

and submerged objects.

(b) Nondestructive evaluation of dielectric products and materials.

(c) Detection and identification of buried objects.

(d) Biomedical Imaging of tumors for medical diagnosis.

(e) Active or passive remote sensing for resource identification,

recovery, and management.

(f) Prediction of storms and tornados.

(g) Analysis and synthesis of microwave networks.

(h) Speech analysis.

1

-I
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THREE DIMENSIONAL IMAGING BY WAVE-VECTOR DIVERSITY

N. H. FARHAT and C.K. CHAN

University of Pennsylvania

200 S. 33rd St., Philadelphia, PA., 19174

*. ABSTRACT

A method for the three dimensional imaging of objects by wave-
vector diversity (frequency and viewing and/or illumination angle
diversity) is analyzed using a Fourier Optics approach. The anal-
ysis is applicable to two classes of objects of practical nterest
namely weakly scattering objects and perfectly reflecting objects.
It is shown that under frequency swept plane wave illumination the
data collected by an array of receivers deployed in the far field
of the object represents a 3-D data manifold that is within a
quadratic phase factor equal to the 3-D Fourier transform of the
object function. Methods for removal of the quadratic phase factor
which otherwise can lead to image distortion are discussed. By in-
voking Fourier domain projection theorems we show that the dis-
tortion corrected 3-D data manifold can yield a reconstruction of

the object slice by slice or all at once using integral holography.
Similarities between wave-vector diversity imaging and possible
"Imaging" features in certain cetacean and in the bat are pointed
out.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of longwave (acoustic or microwave) holo-
graphic imaging systems possessing resolution and image quality
approaching those of optical systems is hampered by three factors:
(a) prohibitive cost and size of longwave imaging apertures, (b)
inability to view a 3-D Image as in optical holography and (c) de-
gradation of image quality by speckle noise because of the low
numerical apertures attainable with present techniques. For ex-
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ample, a longwave imaging aperture operating at a wavelength of
3 cm should be about 3 km in size in order to achieve image re-
solution comparable to an ordinary photographic camera. In
addition to inconvenient size, the cost of filling such a large

aperture with suitable coherent sensors is clearly prohibitive.
Furthermore, recall that in conventional longwave holography when
optical Image retrival is utilized, it is necessary to store the
longwave hologram data (fringe pattern) in an optical transparency

suitable for processing on the optical bench using laser light.
In order to avoid longitudinal distortion* of the reconstructed
image, the size of the optical hologram replica must be
m (- Xlong/Ilaser) times smaller than the longwave recording aper-
ture. For the example cited earlier, this means an optical holo-
gram replica of less than a millimeter in size. It is certainly
not possible to view a virtual 3-D image through such a minute
hologram even with optical aids since these tend to introduce their
own longitudinal distortion. As a result, longwave holographers
have long learned to forgo 3-D imagery and settled instead for 2-D
imagery obtained by projecting the reconstructed real image on a
screen. This permits lowering of the reduction factor m and con-
sequently lowering of the resolution requirements of the photo-
graphic film. This permits in turn the use of highly convenient
Polaroid transparency film for preparation of the optical hologram
replica. Because of the small size (measured in wavelength) of
longwave apertures attainable in practice and the above method of
viewing the real image, speckle noise is always present leading
to degradation in image quality.

In this paper we describe and analyze an imaging method that
utilizes wave-vector diversity (frequency and viewing and/or
illumination angle diversity) that circumvents the limitations

discussed above. It is worthwhile to point out that our studies of
wave-vector diversity Imaging (or frequency swept imaging) are
motivated to a large extent by evidence of super-resolved "imaging"
capabilities by frequency sweeping in certain cetacean and in the
bat which are known to use frequency swept signals in their "sonar".
We first present the theoretical principles of the method.
Fourier-domain projection theorems are discussed next and utilized
to illustrate the ability of the method to provide 3-D image infor-
mation. This is followed by a presentation of the results of a
computer simulation. Finally the features of wave-vector diversity
imaging are summarized and the similarities to "imaging" procedures
in the dolphin and in the bat are pointed out.

*Longitudinal distortion causes for example the image of a sphere to
appear elongated in the range direction like a very long ellipsoid.
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2. ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATION

In this section we present a Fourier-Optics analysis of wave-
vector diversity Imaging first of a two dimensional object in which
there is no restriction on the object orientation relative to the
transmitter and the receiver. This is followed by extension to
three dimensional objects.

Consider an isolated planar object of finite extent with

reflectivity D(Do), where 1o is a two dimensional position vector

in the object plane (zo,yo). The object is illuminated as shown

in Figure 1(a) by a coherent plane wave of unit-amplitude and of
wave vector - k I.i produced by a distant transmitter located

at RT. The wavefield scattered by the object is monitored at a
distant receiver at iR lying in the far field region of the object.
The position vectors 50, RT and IR are measured from the origin of
a cartesean coordinate system (xo,yo,zo) centered on the object.
The object is assumed to be nondispersive i.e., D is independent of
k. -However, when the object Is dispersive such that D(O,k) -
DI(P1 )D2 (k) and D2 (k) is known, the analysis presented here can

easily be modified to account for such object dispersion by correct-
ing the data collected as k is changed for D2 (k).

Referring to Figure l(a) and Ignoring polarization effects,* the field amplitude at RT caused by the object scattered wavefield

may be expressed as,

0(k. " I f D(¢ )eAi "T *-jk rRd (1)
R 2 rR dpo

where dpo Is an abbreviation for dxodyo and the integration is
carried out over the extent of the object. Noting that

?T - iRT iT - ITikI and using the usual approximations valid

2
here: rE. RR + P 0/2RR  - p0o for the exponential In (1) and
tR1  R for the denominator in (1) where IR - R/iRR and 1ki ki/k

are unit vectors in the R and ki directions respectively, one can

write eq. (1) as,

@(k, ) jk e'jk(itT 
+ RR )

r MD() ej PO do, (2)

* % % * ** . %*i. . *
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Fig. 1. Geometry for Wave-Vecjor Diversity Imaging of (a) a two

dimensional object and (b) three dimensional object show-
ing a meridonal slice.
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where we have used the fact that the obse'ation point is in the
far field of the object so that exp (-j kV72R) under the integral

sign can be replaced by unity. In eq. (2), - k ( Tki - 1R)

PX Ix + Py + P z is a three dimensional vector whose length

and orientation depend on the wavenumber k and the angular positions
of the transmitter and the receiver. For each receiver and/or
transmitter present, p indicates the position vector for data
storage. An array of receivers for example would yield therefore
as k is changed (frequency diversity)or as k (=klk ) is charged
(wave-vector diversity) a 3-D data manifold. The rojection of
this 3-D data manifold on the object plane yields J(k,RT) because

0-'0 Pt • 0 - PxXo + PyYo where Px - k(kil - R)x and py =

k(lk- lp,)y are the cartesian components of the projection it of _

on the object plane. Accordingly eq. (2) can be expressed as,

-. k(RLTl + RR )  (px o + pyYo )

" k r RD (xo. yo) do~-RR) IDwxy dxodyo

(3)

Because of the finite extent of the object, infinite lisits can be
assumed and the integral in (3) is recognized as the two dimensional
Fourier transform D(px, Py) of D(x , Yo). It is seen to be depen-
dent on the object reflectivity function, the angular positions of
the transmitter and the receiver, and on the values assumed by the
vavenumber k but is entirely independent of range. Data containing

D can thus be collected by varying these parameters. The range in-
formation Is contained solely in the factor F - k exp [-Jk(RT + LR)J
/2wRR preceeding the integral. The field observed at RT has thus

been separated Into two terms one of which, D, contains the lateral
object Information and the other, F, contains the range information.
The presence of F in eq (3) hinders the imaging process since it
complicates data acquisition and if not removed, gives rise to
image distortion because RR is generally not the same for all re-
ceivers. To retrieve an Image of the object via a 2-D Fourier
transform of eq. (3) (what can be carried out optically), the factor
F must first be eliminated. This operation yields D over a two
dimensional region in the px, py plane. The size of t1s 2 eston,
which determines the resolution of the retrieved, image ' depends on
the angular positions of the transmitter and the receiver and on
the values assumed by k, i.e. the width and position of the spectral
window employed. The later dependence on k implies super-resolution

- . -.. " - --. .* %-' -' - - - " " "
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imaging capability because of the frequency synthesized dimension
of the 3-D data manifold generated. Because of the dependence of
resolution on the relative positions of the object, the trans-
aitter, and receiver (or receiver array), the impulse response is

clearly spatially variant. In fact a receiver situated at -R for
which P is normal to the object plane can not collect any lateral
object information because for this condition (p . 0 0 0) the
Integrals in (2) and (3) yield a constant.

Such a receiver is located in the direction of specular re-

flection from the object where the diffraction pattern is sta-
tionary i.e. does not change with k. In this case the observed
field is solely proportional to F containing thus range infor-
mation only. Obviously this case can easily be avoided through the
use of more than one receiver which is required anyway when 2-D or
3-D objects resolution is sought.

Several methods for the elimination of F from the collected
data appear possible. These include: (a) By furnishing a target
derived reference (TDR) to the receivers by means of Porter's
method (3) (b) By optical filtering (4), (c) By high speed analog-
to-digital conversion and storage of the signals detected by re-
ceivers that are furnished with a common reference signal derived
from or phase-locked to the transmitter. In this later case, di-
gital correction for F can then be performed using apriori know-
ledge (obtained by other independent means) of RR for each re-
ceiver. The most attractive of these, the TDR method, is currently
under experimental study.

The analysis presented here can be extended to three dimen-
sional objects by viewing a 3-D object as a collection of thin
meridonal slices (see Fig. 1 (b)) each of which represents a two
dimensional object of the type analyzed here. With the n-th slice
we associate a cartesean coordinate system xo , yn, zo that differ
from other slices by rotation about the cowon x0 axiS. Since the
vectors P, 1T and IR are the same in all n-coordinate systems,
eq (3) holds. *n(k,RT) is then obtained from projection of the
three dimensional data manifold collected for the 3-D object on the
Xo, Yon plane associated with the n-th slice. An image for each
slice can then be obtained as described before. An inherent
assumption in this argument is that all slices are illuminated by
the same plane wave. This Is a reasonable approximation when the .

3-D object is weakly scattering and the Born approximation is
applicable or when the 3-D object is perfectly reflecting and does
not give rise to multiple reflections between its parts. In the
later case the two dimensional meriodnal slices Dn (P ) deterior-
ate Into contours, such as C in Fig. l(b) defined by tie inter-
section of the meridonal planes with the illuminated portion of
the surface of the object.

, . -o-
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Accordingly we can write for the n-th meridonal slice or contour,

* n(k) F f D(3%) *-po O d~on (4)

We can regard Dn(Pon) as the a-th meridonal slice or contour of a

three dimensional object of reflectivity U(r) where r is a three
' dimensional 2osition vector In object space. This mans that

D n 6 ) - U(r) 6(z°0 ) where 6 in the Dirac delta "function". con-

sequently eq. (4) bnecomes,

** (k) - F f U(;) 6 (z° ) n dpo
0

-$() 5(z° ) • di (5)

where d; designates an element of volume in object space and where
the last equation is obtained by virtue of the sifting property of
the delta function.

Summing up the data from all slices or contours of the object
we obtain,

*n = F f U( r) dr-(p) (6)

because

Z U(;) 6 (so ) U().
a n

Assuming that the Factor F in eq. (6) is eliminated as before
by TDR or by other means, equation (6) reduces to

$()"$U(;) a "-JP' di (7)

The phase or range corrected data *G) obtained for example
by the TDI method Is therefore the 3-D Fourier transform of the
object reflectivity U(r). An alternate formulation to that given
above of super-resolved wave-vector diversity e.n. Imaging of 3-D

At . . . .... ........ '
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perfectly conducting objects is possible by extending Bojarski [3]
and Lewis' [4] formulation of the inverse scattering problem to
the bistatic case, along lines that are somewhat different than
those given by Raz [5].

3. THE FOURIER DOMAIN PROJECTION THEOREMS

The preceeding discussion establishes the existence of a di-
rect 3-D Fourier transform relationship between theobject re-
flectivity U(r) and the phase (or range) corrected p space data
*(p) collected by a coherent array of receivers forming an Imaging
aperture. Image retrieval from the 3-D data *(p) can be carried
out digitally using the fast Fourier transform. This requires
digital data storage and processing. Due to the inherent two
dimensionality of computer displays, the digitally reconstructed

Simage can be presented to the viewer in cross-sections or in per-
spective. Direct coherent optical processing of the 3-D data
0(p) is not feasible because the coherent Fourier transforming
property of the convergent lens is confined to 2-D input formats.

% A hybrid (opto-digital) approach based on the Fourier domain pro-
jection theorem can circumvent this difficulty. The motivations
for utilization of optical methods are lower cost and high capacity
for data storage together with a prospect for real-time operation
and true three dimensional display.

The underlying principle for hybrid data processing is the
Fourier domain projection theorem. Spatial domain and dual Fourier
domain projection theorems have been utilized respectively in
astronomy [8J and in x-ray crystallography and electron micro-
scopy 19J. In this section we will review the Fourier domain pro-
Jection theorem then explain its utilization in deriving 3-D image
information from 4(p).

Let (p) and U(r) be three dimensional Fourier transform pairs
i.e., rewriting eq. (7)

6 ,()e-JPrd; (8)
v

where r xlx+yI y+z0I s and p - pxTx+Pyjy+pzIz are position vectors

in object space and Fourier space respectively. In the volume in-
tegral (8) dr designates the element of volume dxodyodz in object
space.

The projection of *(p) on the px-py plane is

*proj. (PxtPy n xsp y P ')dPs (9)
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Substituting (8) in (9),

"proj. (Px.Py) I U(xo0yo'zo) ( f e- j (PXXo+PYyo+PZz)dP)(10v

d~odYodzo (10)

If the p space basis is sufficiently large the integration of the
exponential e-JPxo with respect to pz yields approximately 6(zo)

* and equation (101 becomes,

*r. (Pp py f U(xoyz o)6(z )e-j(PxXo+pyYo dxodyodz°p roJ. v

. $$D(x y )e-j(pxXo+yYo)dxod

xoYO 00 yo

= $D(0 )e-oP dio11)

where D(xoy o ) D(p ) is a the slice through the object U(r)

through the x 0 ,yo plane.

Equation (11) indicates that the projection of the 3-D Fourier
domain data on a given plane is the 2-D Fourier transform of the
object central cross-section parallel to that plane. It follows
from eq. (11) by the inverse transform,

D(x°,y°) proj. (Px'py) d(Pxx+PYY) dpprj• dxdpy (12)

which is the required theorem. According to this theorem, the pro-
Jection of the 3-D transform data on any plane yields a 2-D data
manifold from which a central cross-sectional outline of the
illuminated portion of the object parallel to that plane can be
obtained via a two dimensional Fourier transform which can be
carried out optically. Photographic transparency records of the
Fourier domain projections are suitable for use as input to an
optical bench utilizing laser illumination to execute an instan-
taneous optical Fourier transform with the aid of a simple con-
vergent lens. This leads to optical reconstruction of the
corresponding cross-!section of the object.

True 3-D Image reconstruction is possible if one can view all
projection hologrm simultaneously. The most logical way to pro-

#.1
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coed In this regard is to combine all projection holograms into aI single composite hologram vhich can reconstruct when viewed by an
observor all cross-sectional outlines of the illuminated portion
of the reflecting object simultaneously with correct angular
ordering so that an impression of viewing a true 3-D image is
created. One potential method of carrying this out is multiplex
or integral holography (101.

Through the use of what we call Weicghted fouA PAwjection
Theo'teu to be described nextit should be possible to reconstruct
parallel slices of a 3-D object from the 3-D data manifold *(p).

Let GM(px,p7) be the weighted projection of *j) defined by,

-4G(pxp ) - f *(p pzp) e z dp z(13)

Substituting for *j from eq. (8) yields,

GO(px,p fn ej apz f J U(x0,y Iz)

eiJ(Pxxo~yo~pzoz) dx0 dyodzodp, (14)

Carrying out the Integration with respect to p2 first assuming
the extent of the p space data to be sufficiently large, the
integral with respect to P my be approximated by 6(z 0-ai) Equation
(14) can be reduced then ta,0

a(~x~y - k U ' '~ozo-~-jp~ yYO) dx 0dy 0 (15)

which says that GO(p *p y) and U(x* 0 zo -a) are two dimensional

Fourier transform pairs. The weighted Fourier domain projection
theorem follows from the Inverse transform

U(x 0 ,y0 'z 0 =a) a JJY (p~p)eJ(P1x+p YO dp xdpy (16)
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Accordingly parallel slices of the object can be reconstructed
slice by slice by changing the parameter a

In practice one expects that digital storage of the corrected
3-11 data manifold 0(j) produced by a thinned receiver array is more
convenient than optical storage. The projections * proj (P.1 Py)

*and the weighted projections G I(px p ) can therefore be carried out
digitally. Two dimnisional Fourier transform of these projections
carried out either digitally or optically (and hence the hybrid

* nature) permits recovery of the 3-11 image information slice by
slice.

4. COMPUTER SIMULATION

Computer simulation of wave-vector diversity imaging of two
In diameter perfectly reflecting spheres was undertaken to verify
the method. The simulated geometry is shown in Fig. 2(a) where a
circular array of 50 coherent receivers is assumed to be in the far
field region of the object. The choice of the object was influenced
by the ready availability in the literature of series formula for

*~the field scattered from a perfectly reflecting sphere under plane
wave illumination (12). The direction of illumination was assumed
to be fixed. Wave-vector diversity was realized by sweeping the

S Illumination wavelength between 7.5 cm and 15 cm (i.e. case of
frequency swept imaging). The corrected (TDR) data *(0) collected
by the elements of the receiver array was stored in the computer in
the proper format specified by the values of p - k (1k, -R

*~assumed for each receiver. The projection of the stored *(j) on
' the plane of the array was displayed on the computer CRT display
S and photographed to yield the projection hologram shown in Fig. 2(b).

The corresponding optically retrieved Image is shown In Fig. 2(c).
A central cross-sectional outline Image of the two spheres that is
parallel to the projection plane is clearly delineated as two
adjacent circles of equal diameter as predicted by theory.

To evaluate the feasibility of reconstruction by parallel
slices, the weighted Fourier domain projection theorem was applied
to the stored data *(G) for the proceeding example.

Preliminary photographs for the Images retrieved from weighted
* projections for values of a equal to zero cm (central slice as in
* Fig. 2(c)), 30 cm and 40 cm are shown In Fig. 3. Although the

quality of these preliminary images is not good they clearly ILL-
* ustrate the ability to reconstruct In parallel slices by means of
* the weighted Fourier domain projection theorem.
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Reflecting Spheres
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Fig. 2. Computer Simulation of Wave-vector Diversity Imaging,

(a) Geometry, (b) Projection Hologram, (c) Retrieved
Central Cross-sectional Image.
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(b )

4

-5-

.1
Fig. 3. 3-D Image Retrieval by Parallel Slices for Values of

- 0 cm (a), 30 cm (b) and 40 cm (c).
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5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the principles of a long-wave imaging method
in which wave-vector diversity, or frequency diversity (when the

%7. direction of object illumination is fixed), is employed to enhance
the amount of object information captured by a broad-band coherent
receiving array deployed in the far field of the object. The main
features of the method whose basic principles have also been
verified by computer simulation are:

(a) the data collected by a thinned coherent array of re-
ceivers intercepting the vavefield scattered from a distant 3-D
reflecting object, as the frequency of its illumination and/or its
direction of incidence is changed, can be stored as a 3-D data
manifold in p space from which an image of the object can be re-
trieved by means of a 3-D Fourier Transform. The size and shape
of the 3-D data manifold, and therefore the resolution, depend on
the relative position of the object the transmitter (illuminator)
and the receiving array and on the spectral width of the illumi-
nation utilized.

(b) the data collected must be corrected for a quadratic phase
term before it is stored in a 3-D manifold and an undistorted image
of the 3-D reflecting object reconstructed through the 3-D Fourier
transform operation. A bothersome range-azimuth ambiguity is also
avoided through elimination of this quadratic phase term.

(c) one method of achieving this correction is through the

use of a TDR (Target Derived Reference) by means of which the
object or target is made to act as a point scatterer by illuminating
it with a sufficiently low frequency signal that is a subharmonic
of the imaging frequencies utilized. Harmonic mixing of the amp-
lified and limited signals produced by the reference spherical

.,. wavefront generated by the object at the receiving array elements
with those produced by the imaging wavefronts scattered from the
object should in principle yield the required rhase corrected data.
The use of a TDR has many additional advantages.

These include:

(i) Elimination of the need for a central local oscilla-

tor for the coherent receiving array.

(ii) Because the target derived reference source moves
with the target there is greater tolerance to target motion during
data acquisition.

(III) Because TDR results in a recording configuration
simWlar to that of a lensless Fourier Transform hologram, the
resolution requirements from the recording device are greatly

!.4
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relaxed. In longwave holography this fact is translated into a
significant reduction of the number of receiving elements in the
recording aperture. In addition the use of TDR allows us to place
all the resolving power of the recording aperture on the target.
This means that high resolution Images of distant isolated targets
should be feasible with array apertures consisting of tens of
eslements. The ability to synthesize a 2-D receiving aperture with a
Wells array (11) consisting of two orthogonal linear arrays one of
transmitters and the other of receivers provides further means
of reducing the number of stations needed for data acquisition
without sacrifice in resolution.

(iv) Greater imIunity to phase fluctuations arising from
turbulance and inhomogenieties in the propagation medium because
both the reference and imaging signals arriving at each receiving
element of the aperture travel roughly over the same path.

(v) TDR eliminates the range azimuth ambiguity and ex-
cessive bandwidth problems that arise in frequency swept Imaging
when the reference signal for the array aperture is derived in-
stead from the illumination source or a centrally located local
oscillator phase locked to it.

(d) Because the dimensions of the 3-D data manifold *(p) in
p space are dependent, in addition to geometry, on the spectral
range of the illumination, super-resolution (i.e. resolution beyond
the classical limit of the available physical aperture) is achieved.
This aperture synthesis by wave-vector or frequency diversity helps
cut down array cost (since a thinned array can be used) and size.

(e) Fourier domain projection theorems enable the generation
of two dimensional holograms from projections (or weighted pro-
jections) of the corrected 3-D data manifold *(p) permitting there-
by optical Image retrieval of the 3-D object in meridonal slices
parallel to the projection planes one at a time (or in parallel
slices one at a time).

a st ) True 3-D image presentation could be possible by combining
a set of distinct projection hologram, using multiplex or integral
holography techniques, into a single composite hologramn which can
reconstruct all corresponding cross-sectional outlines of the
Illuminated portion of the object simultaneously yielding thus a

,vievable true-3D Image.

(S) Unlike conventional Longwave holography no wavelength
scaling Is required hre to avoid longitudinal distortion in optical
reconstruction.

(h) Because of the broad-band nature of the Illumination and

r ** - V 't '* - - 9 , * * - * * . . * *-*... * % .. ..i 'V .,
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the apertume qnthesis by frequency diversity, reduction of speckle
noise in ti image is expected.

(1) Isthe Frequency Swept mode of wave-vector diversity
imaging (i.e. when lk I const.), the collected data at each

receiver repnsents a frequency response of the object. Assuming
the scatterbg process is linear, this frequency response is re-
lated to the impulse response of the object by a Fourier transform
(2), (13). Ws suggests that when impulse illumination is utilized,
instead of fmquency swept illumination, a 3-D data manifold *(p)
may be genened by Fourier transforming the impulse response at
each receivw, correcting the data for the Factor F, and storing
the result im accordance to the corresponding p for each receiver.
The resultiq corrected *(p) can then be employed as described in
this paper W yield 3-D image information. Impulse illumination is
desirable incertain instances of rapid target motion but may be
more difficlt to implement than frequency swept illumination.

It is difficult to conclude without noting some extremely in-
teresting sJmlarities between wave-vector diversity (or frequency
diversity) aging discussed here and certain features of the sonar
system inumils such as bottle-nosed Dolphins, whales and bats.
These featurm have been deduced or hypothesized by several workers
(14)-(17) fm observations of the remarkable acoustical behaviour,
activity durig echo-location and anatomical studies of thesemanmals
especially te Dolphin. Some of the more pertinent features which
we only list bare are:

(a) All signals emitted are of broad-band nature. They are
either In the form of relatively long chirps (whistles), impulse
like pings or clicks of less than lmsec duration and frequency con-
tent extendng up to 100 kHz, or low frequency barks rich in higher
harmonics.

(b) Abiity to detect signals buried in noise indicating
possible cohent or corellation processing.

(c) Evdnce of the presence of a sensor array in the melon
surface with sensitivity in the 15-100 klz which might be utilizedfor receptiosof acoustic echos in addition to sensing velocity and

temperature. The lens-shaped fatty body of the mellon, which is
essentially umtically transparent aight also be utilized as a
variable foco acoustic lens for focusing of emitted sound on select-
ed targets.

(d) Evdmce of super-resolution capabilities i.e., resolution
exceeding the classical limit of any possible available physical re-
cording apertwo, such as the melon even when assumed to be operating
at the higher frequency range of sound emissions.

iu
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ABSTRACT

The use of wavelength diversity to enhance the performance of
thinned coherent imaging apertures: is discussed. It is shown that' . wavelength diversity lensless Fourier transform recording arrangements

that utilize a reference point source in the vicinity of the object
can be used to access the three-dimensional Fourier space of non-
dispersive perfectly reflecting or weakly scattering objects. Hybrid
(opto-digital) computing applied to the acquired 3-0 Fourier space
data is shown to yield tomographic reconstruction of 3-D image detail
either in parallel or meridional (central) slices. Because of an

* inherent ability of converting spectral degrees of freedom into spatial
3-0 image detail true super-resolution is achieved together. with
suppression of coherent noise. The similarity of our key
equations to those of inverse scattering theory is pointed
out and the feasibility of using other forms of broadband radiation
such as impulsive, noise and thermal is discussed. Finally, the
possibility of utilizing wavelength diversity imaging in microscopy and
telescopy is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A frequently encountered question in the science of image formation
is how to make an available aperture collect morb information about
the scene or object being imaged in order to enhance its resolving
power beyond the classical Rayleigh limit. This process is known as
super-resolution and is relevant to all imaging systems whether holo-
graphic or conventional. There are five known methods for achieving
super-resolution. These include: weighting or apodization of the

aperture data1
9

2 ; analytic continuation of the wavefield measured over

the aperture' 4; use of evanescent wave illumination5 ; maximum entropy

method6 ; and use of the time channel7 . Weighting and analytical
continuation techniques are known to become rapidly ineffective as the
signal to noise ratio of the collected data decreases. Maximum
entropy techniques are known to be more robustas far as noise is
concerned but involve usually extensive computation. Illumination
with evanescent waves is practical in limited situations where full
control of the recording arrangement exists as in microscopy, for example.
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This leaves the time channel approach in which one can collect in
time more information about the object through the available recording
aperture by altering the object aspect relative to the aperture by

.., hmeans of rotation or linear motion8'9''8 or by altering the parameters of
the illumination such as directions of incidence, wavelength and/or
polarization as discussed in this paper. These latter operations are
known to increase the degrees of freedom of the wavefields impinging on
the recording aperture enhancing thereby their ability to convey information
about the nature of the scattering object. Sophisticated imaging systems
endeavor to convert the nonspatial degrees of freedom of the wavefield, e.g.,
angular, spectral and polarization to spatial image detail, enhancing
thereby the resolution capability beyond the classical Rayleigh limit

- of the available physical aperture. Obviously such procedures involve
more signal processing-than that performed by conventional imaging
with lens systems or holography.

In this paper we consider generalizing the holographic concept to
include wavelength diversity as a means of enhancing resolution. A
quick examination of the basic equations of holography reveals that
the lensless Fourier transform hologram recording arrangement is
amenable to this generalization. This conclusion is used then as a
starting point for a Fourier optics formulation of wavelength diversity
imaging of 3-D (three dimensional) nondispersive objects.' The results
show that measurement of the multiaspect or multistatic frequency (or
wavelength) response of the 3-D object permits accessing its 3-D
Fourier space. The resulting formulas are identical to those obtained

from a multistatic generalization of inverse scattering
10 'II 12

establishing thus a clear connection between holography and the inverse
scattering imaging problem. The inclusion of wavelength diversity in

.. "holography is shown to have several important features: (a) the
availability of the 3-D Fourier space data permits 3-D image retrieval
tomographically in parallel or meridional (central) slices or cross-
sectio ial outlines by the application of Fourier'domain projection
theorems; (b) suppression of coherent noise and speckle in the retrieved
image; (c) removal of several longstanding constraints on longwave
(microwave and acoustical) holography such as the impractically high
cost of the apertures' needed, the inability to view a true 3-D image
as in optical holography because of a wavelength scaling problem, and
minimization of the effects of resonances on the object.

WAVELENGTH DIVERSITY

We start by inquiring into the conditions under which the data
from N holograms of the same nondispersive object recorded over the
same aperture, each at a different wavelength, can be combined to
yield a single image superior in quality to the image retrieved
from any of the individual holograms.



One approach to answering the question posed above would be to
determine the conditions under which the well known formulas1 for the
focusing condition. magnification and image location in holography can
be made independent of wavelength. This quickly leads to the conclusion

* that wavelength independence can be met if a reference point source
centered on the object is used and proper scaling of the individual
holograms by the ratio of recording to the reconstruction wavelength
is performed before superposition 15 . The former condition is required
for recording a lensless Fourier transform hologram 14' , where the
presence of the reference point source in the object plane leads to
the recording of a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the object rather
than its Fresnel diffraction pattern because of the elimination in the
recorded hologram of a quadratic phase term in the object wavefield.
This is known to result in a highly desirable reduction in the
resolution required from the hologram recording medim and is therefore of
practical 1;importance especially in nonoptical holography. More
detail of the processing involved in combining the data in multi-
wavelength hologram can be found elsewhere15

Additional insight into the process of attaining super-resolution
by wavelength diversity is obtained by considering the concept of

16-20wavelength or frequency synthesized aperture ' . The synthesis
of a one dimensional aperture ;by wavelength diversity is based on
the simple fact that the Fraunhofer or far field diffraction pattern
of a nondispersive planar object changes its scale, i.e. it "breathes",
but does not change its shape (functional dependence), as the wave-
length is changed. A stationary array of broadband sensors capable
of measuring the complex field variations deployed in this breathing
diffraction pattern at suitably chosen locations would sense different
parts of the'diffraction pattern as the wavelength is altered, this
allows collecting more information on the nature of the diffraction
pattern, and therefore on the object that gave rise to it than if
the wavelength was fixed .(stationary diffraction pattern). Each
stationary sensor in the array is thus able to collect, as the wave-
length is changed, and the breathing diffraction pattern sweeps over
it, the same set of data or information collected by mechanically
scanning a sensor over the diffraction pattern when it is kept
stationary by fixing the wavelength. Hence the term wavelength or
frequency synthesized aperture.

The orientation and location of the wavelength synthesized aperture
* for any planar distribution of sensors deployed in the Fraunhofer

diffraction pattern of a planar object and the retrieval of an image
from the collected data has been treated earlier16 1 . It was clear,
however, that extension of the wavelength diversity concept to the
case of 3-D objects is necessary before its generality and practical
use could be established.
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I.r; For this purpose we considered20 as shown in Fig. l(a) an isolated

planar object of finite extent with reflectivity D(5 ), where 5o

is a two dimensional position vector in the object plane (xoyo). The

object is illuminated by a coherent plane wave of unit-amplitude and
of wave vector kt  k i produced for example by a distant source

located at RT . The wavefield scattered by the object is monitored at
a receiving point designated by the position vector RR belonging to a

recording aperture lying in the far field region of the object. The
receiving point will henceforth be referred to as the receiver and the

source point at the transmitter. The position vectors 5o 0*T and R

are measured from the origin of a cartesian coordinate system (xo , YO9

zo ) centered in the object. The object is assumed to be nondispersive

i.e., D is independent of k. However, when the object is dispersive
such that D(,k) = DI(1 l)D,(k) and D2(k) is known, the analysis

presented here can easily be modified to account for such object
dispersion by correcting the collected data for D2 (k) as k is varied.

Referring to Figure 1(a) and ignoring polarization effects, thefield amplitude at RR caused by the object scattered wavefield may be

expressed as,

- .iE r.1. -ik -

*(k,liR) .a JfD( o)e'jk" . T e drR (1)rR

where dpo is an abbreviation for dxodyo and the integration is carried

out over the extent of the object. Noting that rT o T = -RT'k

and using the usual approximations valid here: rR - RR + p /2RR - Po

for the exponential in (1) and rR - RR for the denominator in (1) where
R RRR and Ik A E/k are unit vectors in the AR and k directions

respectively, one can write eq. (1) as,

n ee D(k,; R)+ RR R D( o) e dpO, (2)

In eq. (2) we have used the fact that the observation point is in the far

field of the object, so that exp (-jk ?/2RR) under the integral sign can

be replaced by unity. In addition, - k (Tkt - TOR) Px lx + Py ly +

Pz Iz is a three dimensional vector whose length and orientation depend

all
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Fig. 1. Geometries for wavelength diversity imaging. (a) Two dimensional
object, (b) Three dimensional object with the n-th meridional

(central) slice and cross sectional outline c shown.
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on the wavenumber k and the angular positions of the transmitter and
the receiver. For each receiver and/or transmitter present, P indicates

* the position vector for data storaqe. An array of receivers for
example would yield therefore a 3-D data manifold as k is varied (fre-
quency diversity) or as I (=klki) is varied (wave-vector diversity)

-! The projection of this 3-0 data manifold on the object plane yields
*(k,RT) because p . p = P. - p x + p j^ where = k( - IKxy t Po p o 0 ti on
and p = k(I - I ) are the cartesian components of the projection

it of p on tW object plane. Accordingly eq. (2) can be expressed as,

(k, RR  kk e-jk(RT + RR) (XYo) e-j(px +

R R 0  dx0dy0  (3)

Because of the finite extent of the object, the limits on the integral
can be extended to infinity without altering the result. The integral
in (3) is recognized then as the two dimensional Fou-ier transform
D(PxPy) of D(xo,yo). It is seen to be dependent on the object reflec-

tivity function, the angular positions of the transmitter and the
receiver and on the values assumed by the wavenumber k but is entirely
independent of range. Information about D can thus be collected by
varying these parameters. Note that the range information is
contained solely in the factor F = Jk exp [-jk(RT + RR)l/2 RR preceeding
the integral. The field observed at A R has thus been separated into

two factors one of which, the integral, D, contains the lateral object
information and the other F, contains the range information. The
presence of F in eq. (3) hinders the imaging process since it complicates
data acquisition and if not removed, gives rise to image distortion
because R is generally not the same for all receivers. To retrieve
an image Of the object via a 2-D Fourier transform of eq. (3), the
factor F must first be eliminated. Holographic recording of the
complex field amplitude given in (3) using a reference point source
located at the center of the object will result In the elimination of

*the factor F and the recording of a Fourier transform hologram. This

operation yields D over a two dimensional region in the pxPy plane.

The size of this region, which determines the resolution of the retrieved
., imagedepends on the angular positions of the transmitter and the

receiver and on the values assumed by k, i.e. the extent of the soectral
window used. The latter dependence on k implies super-resolution imaging
capability because of the frequency synthesized dimension of the 2-D
data manifold that is generated. Because of the dependence of resolution
on the relative positions of the object, the transmitter, and receiving
aperture, the impulse response is clearly not invariant. In fact
a receiver point situated at RR for which p is normal to the object
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plane can not collect any lateral object information because for this
condition (0 . p = 0) the integrals in (2) and (3) yield a constant.
Such receiving point is located in the direction of specular reflection
from the object where the diffraction pattern is stationary i.e. does
not change with k. In this case the observed field is solely propor-
tional to F containing thus range information only. Obviously this
case can easily be avoided through the use of more than one receiversuh20,21.,
which is required anyway when 2-D or 3-D object resolution is soug

The analysis presented above can be extended to three dimensional
objects by viewing a 3-D object as a collection of thin meridional or
central slices as depicted in Fig. 1(b) each of which representing
a two dimensional object of the type analyzed above. With the n-th
slice we associate a cartestan coordinate system xoY 0 ,Z0  that

n, n
differsfrom other slices by rotation about the common xo axis. Since

the vectors i, T and AR are the same in all n-coordinate systems,
eq. (3) holds. *n(k,RR) is then obtained from projection of the three
dimensional data manifold collected for the 3-0 object on the XoYon
plane associated with the n-th slice. An image for each slice can
then be obtained as described before. An inherent assumption in this
argument is that all slices are illuminated by the same plane wave.
This isareasonable approximation when the 3-D object is a weak
scatterer and the Born approximation is applicable,or when the 3-D
object is perfectly reflecting and does not give rise to multiple
reflections between its parts. In the latter case the two dimensional
meridional slices Dn( o ) deteriorate into contours, such as C in
Fig. 1(b) defined by tRe intersection of the meridonal planes with
the illuminated portion of the surface of the object. Accordingly
we can write for the n-th meridional slice or contour,

(k,RR  )f De-PpOn (4) ).

n( R) - FfDn(O e dnon

We can regard D( o ) as the n-th meridional slice or contour-or a I
three dimensional o0ject of reflectivity U(F) where F is a three
dimensional position vector in object space. This means thatDn. n U(r) (zn) where 6 is the Dirac delta "function".

Consequently eq. (4) becomes, N

1.

- . .... . . -' - , .*.-.*.***J*--a
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,n(k.RR) = F f U(F) 6 (z.n) e On do n

---- --p(5)
= F f U(r) 6 (z 0) e dr

where d designates an element of volume in object space and where
the last equation is obtained by virtue of the sifting property
of the delta function.

After summing up the data from all slices or contours of the object
we obtain,

-jp~ .
z, =) F f U(F) e diz ,p (6)

n n

because

- U(F) 6 (Zo) = (F).

On assuming that the Factor F in eq. (6) is eliminated as before,
equation (6) reduces to

f U(() =U(F) e dF (7)

which is the 3-D Fourier transform of the object reflectivity U(F).
Thus, wavelength diversity allows one to access the 3-D Fourier space
of a nondispersive object and provides the basis for 3-D Lensless
Fourier transform holography. An alternate formulation of super-
resolved wave-vector diversity imaging of 3-D perfectly conducting

objects Is possible 22 by extending the analysis of the inverse

scattering imaging problem10'11 to the multistatic case, along lines

that are similar to but somewhat different from those given by Raz12.
The resulting scalar formulas are identical to (7) thus establishing
the connection between the holographic and the inverse scattering
approaches to the imaging problem.

THREE DIMENSIONAL IMAGE RETRIEVAL

vidThe above considerations of multlwavelength holography have pro-
vided a means by which the 3-D ' urier space of the object can be
accessed by employing snychronous detection. It is clear that once
the 3-D Fourier space data is available, 3-D Image detail can be
retrieved by means of an inverse 3-D Fourier transform that can be
carried out digitally. Alternately, holographic techniques

I.
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Fig. 3. Projection holograms and their optical reconstructions for
the set of point scatterers in Fig. 2 at different R; planes.

(a) Hologram and reconstructed image of scatterers at R'-

plane. (b) Hologram and image at R;=0 plane. (c) Hologram

and image at R = z0 plane. x0=y =z0=100 cm.z'. 0
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can be invoked again. Fourier domain projection theorems23 that are

dual to the spatial domain projection theorem25'26 can be applied to
the Fourier space data to produce a series of projection holograms
from which 2-D images of meridional or parallel slices of the object

can be retrieved on the optical bench 20. This procedure does not
involve any specific scaling of.the size of the optical hologram
transparency relative to the size of the original recording aperture
by the ratio of the recording to the reconstruction wavelengths as
in longwave holography there the scaling necessary for viewing a 3-D
image free of longitudinal distorti.on ususally leads to an impractically
minute equivalent hologram transparancy that cannot be readily viewed
by an observer. The lateral and longitudinal resolutions in the
retrieved image depend now on the dimensions of the volume in Fourier
space accessed by wavelength diversity. This volume depends, in turn, on the
wavelength range and on the recording qeometry. Thus the longitudinal
resolution does not deteriorate as rapidly with range as in
conventional monochromatic imaging systems.

An example of computer simulations of frequency diversity holo-
graphic imaging of a 3-D ob3ect consisting of eight point scatterers
distributed as shown in Fig. 2 is given in Fig. 3. Shown in Fig. 3 are
three weighted Fourier domain projection holograms and the corresponding
optically retrieved images for three equally spaced parallel slices
of the object containing distinguishable 2-0 distributions of scatterers.
The simulated recording arrangement shown in Fig. 4 consisted of an
array of 16 receivers equally distributed on an arc extending from =

400 to * = 77.50 surrounding a central transmitter capable of providing
plane wave Illumination of the object. The results shown were obtained
with microwave imaging in mind assuming a frequency sweep of (2-4)GHz.
They clearly indicate a lateral and longitudinal resolution capability
of the order of 25 cm. Wider sweep widths yield better resolution.
For example a (1-18)GHz sweep would yield a 3-D resolution of the order
of 1.5 cm.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS,

Seeking means by which the information content in a hologram can
oN , be increased, for example by wAvelength diversitywe have arrived at a

formulation of 3-0 Lensless Fourier transform holography capable of
furnishing 3-0 image detail tomographically. This ability of
producing 3-D images in slices from coherently detected wavefields
enables us to regard the method also as coherent tomography. The Fourier
space accessed in the above fashion by wavelength diversity can be
viewed as a generalized 3-D hologram in which one dimension has been
synthesized by wavelength diversity. Such a generalized hologram
contains not only spatial amplitude and phase data as in conventional
holography, but also spectral information. Consequently, it can yield better

-.4.: ' -.. \ :,...;< '-.. .:-: ,..:':' .. ....- _--. .,-. .. . "., _ ,
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resolution than the classical Rayleigh limit of the available aperture
operating at the shortest wavelength of the spectral window used. This
super-resolving property is further enhanced through an inherent sup-
pression of the effects of object resonances and speckle in the retrieved
image; the latter property is a consequence of the. fact that frequency
diversity tends to make the impulse response of the system unipolar and
to resemble that of a non-coherent imaging system that is free of speckle

and coherent noise artifacts15 . Further enhancement of information content
and resolution can be achieved by polarization diversity where the 5 space
can be multiply accessed for different nonredundant polarizations of the
illumination and the receivers and the resulting polarization diversity
images added either coherently or non-coherently in order to achieve a
degree of noise averaging as discussed elsewhere15.

The removal of several longstanding constraints on conventional
longwave (microwave and acoustic) holography attained through the use
of wavelength diversity as described here leads to a new class of imaging
systems capable of converting spectral degrees .of freedom into 3-D image
detail, and thus of furnishing true super-resolution. Wavelength diversity
is applicable to the imaging of two classes of objects: perfectly

. reflecting objects of the type encountered in radar and sonar, and weakly
scattering objects of low or known dispersion of the type encountered
in biology and medicine. The practical application of the concepts
presented here to optical wavefieldsis presently under consideration.
The availability of tunable dye lasers and electronic imaging devices
suggest interesting possibilities of three dimensional wavelength
diversity microscopy. Here one can conceive of an arrangement in
which a minute semitransparent object with homogeneous or known dispersion
is transilluminated by a collimated coherent light beam from a tunable
dye laser which can also be made to provide a coherent reference point
source in the immediate vicinity of the object. The resulting reference
and the object scattered wavefields are intercepted by the photocathode
of an electronic imaging device of known spectral response such as a
vidicon. Because of the minute size of the object, the photocathode
can easily be situated in the far field of the object. Thus nearly a
lensless Fourier transform hologram recording arrangement results. The
spatial frequency content in the resulting hologram is therefore expected
to be sufficiently low to be resolved by a high resolution electronic
imaging device. By recording and digitally storing the resulting detected
hologram fringe pattern as a function of dye laser wavelength one can
gain access to the 3-D Fourier space of the object, since lk and R

are precisely known for the recording geometry.
A similar recording arrangement can be envisioned in the active

coherent imaging of a distant reflecting object (active telescopy) where
the object can be made to furnish a reference point source situated on
its surface, such as a wavelength independent stationary glint point or
an intentionally placed retroreflector. Because in such an arrangement
the reference and the object waveflelds travel over the same path,
atmospheric effects areexpected to be minimized. The generation of an
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object derived reference geometry in longwave (microwave and acoustic)

iz, 20,27wavelength diversity imaging has been described elsewhere

Finally it is worthwhile to note that since the scattering process
is linear the multiaspect or multistatic frequency or wavelength
response measurements referred to in this paper can be obtained also
by measuring the multiaspect impulse response followed by a Fourier
transformation of the individual impulse responses that have been

measured19. This means that impulsive illumination can also be
utilized. Because the impulse response of a linear system can be
measured by using random noise excitation and by cross-correlating

the output with the input19, the possibility also emerges of using
random noise (white light) illumination and cross-correlation detec-
tion rechniques as a means for accessing the 3-D Fourier space of
the object.
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ABSTRACT
-.1

In contrast to the well known and widely used instantaneous
Fourier transforming property of the convergent lens in coherent
(laser) light, the "Virtual Fourier Transform" (VFT) capability of
the divergent lens is less widely known or used despite many advantages.
We will review the principle of the VFT and discuss its advantages in
certain applications. In particular a method for viewing the virtual
Fourier transform of a two dimensional function with the naked eye
using an ordinary point source will be presented. A scheme for three-
dimensional image display based on a "Fourier domain projection theorem"
utilizing varifocal VFT is described and a discussion of the properties
of the displayed image given.

INTRODUCTION

Several sophisticated three dimensional (3-D) imaging techniques

such as x-ray tomography 1, electron microscopy 
2, crystallography2

wave-vector diversity Imaging and inverse scattering3, involve measure-
ments that give access to a finite volume in the 3-0 Fourier space of
a 3-D object function. A 3-0 image of the original object can then
be reconstructed by computing the inverse 3-D Fourier transform. The
retrieved iamge normally represents the spatial distribution of a
relevant parameter of the object such as absorption, reflectivity,
scattering potential, etc.

Obviously, the required inverse transform can be performed digitally.
Digital techniques however often preclude real-time operation partic-
ularly when the object being imaged is not simple but contains consider-
able resolvable intricate detail. More importantly, because of the
Inherent two dimensionality of CRT computer displays, direct true 3-0
image display is not possible. Present day computer graphic displays
are capable of displaying 3-D image detail either in separage cross-
sections or slices, or in a computed perspective (isometric) view of
the object, or in some instances stereoscopically where an illusion of
a 3-0 scene is created in the mind of the observer who is required

4,5usually to use special viewing glasses
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Hybrid (opto-digital) computing techniques offer an alternate
approach to 3-D image retrieval from 3-D Fourier space data. They
furnish as shown in this paper the ability to display true 3-D image

detail. The approach is based on "Fourier Domain Projection Theorems " 2 3

that are dual to "Spatial or Object Domain Projection Theorems" used in
6,71radio and tomography 1 . These theorems permit the recon-struction of 3-D image detail tomographically* i.e. in slices from

2-D projections of the 3-D Fourier space data2 , 3 . Although the required
2-D Fourier transform can be carried out digitally, the emphasis in
this paper is on coherent optical techniques for performing the 2-D Ii
Fourier transform.with particular attention to implementations that
permit the execution of the necessary 2-D optical transforms of the
various projection hologram sequentially in real-time. Specific
attention is given to a technique that ftilizes the virtual Fourier
transform which permits the viewingofavirtual 3-D image in real-time.

FOURIER DOMAIN PROJECTION THEOREMS

There are two Fourier domain projection theorems. One leads to
tomographic object reconstruction in parallel slcies and is called the
"weighted Fourier domain projection theorem' the other leads to
tomographic object reconstruction in meridonal or central slices and
can therefore be calledthe neridonal or central slice Fourier domain
projection theorem"

We begin by considering a 3-0 object function f(F) with F =
xx + y + zlz being a position vector in object space. Let F(i)

be the 3-D Fourier transform of f(F) defined by,

F(;) - / f(F) e dF (1)

where dF - dx dy dz and i - wxI x + wyIy +w zIz is a position vector
in the Fourier or spatial frequency domain.

Consider next the projection of F(i) on wxwy plane defined by,

p~ xy
F p(Wey - F(w) dwz .(2)

and combining eq. (1) and (2),
Fp(W'Wy z (  ~x~~z~-J(W x +w v +wzZ)

F (wx.w ) f(xy,z)e x 9  dxdydz}dwz  (3)

From the Greek work Tomos meaning slice.
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Integrating with respect to wz first and assuming that the volume in

space occupied by F(;) is sufficiently large we obtain,

-Wx + w~y)
F (w f(x,y,z) 6 We dxdydz (4)
p xy xy

f(xyo) e" ( wxdxdy (5)

The 2-D Fourier domain projection F (wxwy) and the central slice

px
f(x,y,o) through the object form thus a Fourier transform pair. This
may be symbolically expressed as,

F (Wwy) +-+ f(x,y,o) (6)~p .y

Other parallel slices through the object at z - zn , zn being a

constant describing the z coordinate of the n-th parallel slice, can
In a similar manner be related to "weighted" Fourier domain projections
of F(i) defined by,

F (w "w) 4 F(w)e .nz wz  (7Fp'n (xWy) ..z
P A

Making use of eq. (1) and again performing the integration with respect
to wz first we obtain,

Fp, n (wxwy)+-.f(x,y,z n ) (8)

which indicates that the weighted projection F (w ,w ) and the n-th
p,n x y

parallel object slice f(xY,Z ) form a Fourier transform pair.
n

Equation (6) is seen to be a special case of eq. (8) when zn - 0.

Given the 3-D Fourier space data manifold F(;) one can digitally
compute and display a set of "weighted projection holograms" F (w ,wy).p,n x y
A corresponding set of images of parallel. slices or cross-sectional
outlines of the 3-D object can then be retrieved via 2-D Fourier
transform operations which can most conveniently be carried out
optically from photographic transparency records of the weighted
projection holograms displayed by the computer.

1 , " , , , ' " " ... . . ' .. ,



Returning to eqs. (1) and (2) one can also show that projections
of F(i) on arbitrarily oriented planes other than the WxWy plane

chosen for eq. (2), yields "meridonal projection holograms" that are
2-D Fourier transforms of corresponding merdional (central) slices
of the object. This is the "meridonal Fourier domain projection
theorem. It furnishes the basis for angular multiplexing of the
resulting meridonal projection holograms into a single composite
hologram which can be used to form a 3-D lamge of the object in ah8 "
manner similar to that in integral holograp which is increasingly

being referred to as Cross holography*.
THE VIRTUAL FOURIER TRANSFORM

In contrast to the well known spatial Fourier transforming pro-

perty9 of theconvergent lens widely used in coherent optical computing,
the complementary virtual Fourier transform capability of a divergent

lens10 is less widely known or used despite many attractive features.
This is surprising since the power spectrum associated with the VFT
is a phenomenon that is frequently observed in daily life when one
happens to look at a distant point source such as a street light
through a fine mesh screen or the fine fabric of transparent curtain
material. The spectrum of the screen transmittance appears then as
a virtual image in the plane of the point source.

The VFT concept of the divergent lens is easily derived from the
Fourier transform expression of the convergent lens. Figure 1 illustrate
the well known process of forming a real Fourier transform with a
convergent lens. The object transparency, with complex transmittance
t(x ,y ), is placed at a distance d in front of a convergent lens of
focll length F and illuminated with a normally .incidnet collimated
laser beam. The complex field amplitude of the wavefield in the
back focal plane, the transform plane, is given by the well known formula

k,.)x 2  y2

J2F [(1- (X + y]T(x~y) m 4 e"

,k
,, o  m • x xo  0 ,
X ft(X yo)eF y ) dx dy0  1

- 0 0

in which the integral is recognized as the two dimensional Fourier
transform of the object transmittance. T(xy) becomes the exact
Fourier transform of t(x0,yo) when d - F that is when the object

transparency is placed in the Front focal plane of the lens. The
power spectrum associated with the transform is real and can be
projected on a screen placed in the back focal plane. It is also
well known that a scaled version of the transform can be obtained
in the back focal plane by placing the object tranparency in the

9
converging laser beam to the right of the lens
•Named after Lloyd Cross the originator of integral holography.

IL
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Noting that eq. (1) does not change when we replace d by -d,
" F by -F, xo and Yo by -xo and -Y. respectively, we. can arrive at the

complementary VFT arrangement illustrated in Fig. 2. An inverted
transparency t(x0 y0) is placed now in the divergent coherent beam

to the right of the divergent lens (of focal length -F) and a VFT
given by eq. (1) is observed in the virtual focal plane of the lens.
The same VFT can be seen by removing the divergent lens and replacing
the laser beam with a point source placed at the origin of the VFT
plane as depicted in Fig. 3. Thus a simple way of viewing the power
spectrum associated with the VFT of a given diffracting screen
(which is usually a Fourier transform hologram or a projection
hologram of the type described above) is to hold the screen close
to the eye and look through it at a distant bright point source. The
point source used need not be derived from a laser. In fact it is
preferable for safety purposes to use an LED or a spectrally filtered
minute white light source such as a "grain-of-wheat" subminiature
incandescent lamp or a miniature Christmas tree decorating lamp
covered by a color or interference filter. This has the added
Advantage of furnishing a measure of control over the coherence proper-
ties of the wavefield impinging on the screen providing thereby a
means for reducing coherent noise in the observed VFT and also, as
will be 'Ascussed below, a means for coherent or noncoherent super-
pos4 ' - f VFT's. As the distance of the point source from the
di." xcing screen is decreased in order to make it compatible with
typir,,l laboratory or optical bench dimensions, the size of the
observed VFT decreased because of the change in the curvature of the
wavefield illuminating the diffracting screen. To compensate for this
effect it is necessary to reduce the size of the diffracting screen or
transparency often to such a scale where viewing the VFT throught the
small available aperture becomes difficult. To overcome this limitation
the displacement property of the Fourier transform can be utilized.
A composite transparency containing an ordered or random array of
reduced replicas of the transmittance function t(xoy o) arranged side

by side as illustrated 'n Fig. 4 is prepared. When such a composite
transparency is viewed with the point source, the VFT's formed by the
individual elements will overlap in the virtual Fourier plane. The VFT's
are identical except for Linear phase dependence on x,y which depends
in each VFT on the central position of each element in the composite
transparency. This leads to a desirable noise averaging effect and
the appearance of fine checkered texture in the image detail. All
this leads to an enhancement of the quality of the observed power
spectrum. Both coherent and noncoherent superposition of the over-
lapping VFT's is possible using this scheme by varying the coherence
area of the wavefield illuminating the composite transparency. When
the coherence area is roughly equal to the size of the individual
elements of the composite transparency noncoherent superposition
results, while a coherence area equal or greater than the size of the
composite transparency would yield coherent superposition.
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Virtual Fourier Object plane
transform plane transparency

- Point
SInverted Observer

transparency

: I _(F + d) , IYo

Fig. 3. Arrangement for viewing a virtual Fourier transform with a
point source

-.

Fig. 4. A composite screen consisting of an ordered array of identical
Fourier" transform projection holograms.
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THREE DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY

The VFT concept and the "weighted Fourier domain projection theorem"
discussed above can be combined in an attractive scheme for the recon-
struction and display of a 3-D image from a series of weighted projection

=. holograms corresponding to different parallel slices through the object.
The scheme is based on viewing a series of weighted projection

*. holograms sequentially in the proper order of the occurance of their
corresponding slices in the original object while displacing the point
source axially for one hologram to next by an axial increment proportional
to the spacings bwtween adjacent object slices. In this fashion the
reconstructed virtual images of the various slices are seen in depth

* at different VFT planes that are determined by the positions of the
axially incremented point source. Repeated rapid execution of this
procedure by displacing the point source back and forth leads the
observer to see a virtual 3-D image tomographically in parallel slices
or sections as he looks through the series of projection holograms

*, passed rapidly, as in a motion picture film, infront of his eyes.

More specifically the scheme is based on preparing a series of
N weighted Fourier domain projection holograms from the 3-D Fourier
domain data F(;) of a given object f(i) as described in the preceeding
sections. Each of the projection holograms would correspond to a
different parallel slice through the object. A composite transparency
similar to that shown in Fig. 4 is formed for each projection hologram.
In fact Fig. 4 is an example of a computer generated composite hologram
containing an array of identical weighted projection holograms corres-
ponding to one slice of the test object shown in Fig. 5. The test
object chosen consisted of eight point scatterers arranged as shown.
The 3-D Fourier space of this test object was accessed in a computer
simulation of wavelength diversity imaging as described in acompanion
paper in this volume*. The resulting computer generated Fourier
space data manifold F(i) was used to compute three weighted projection
holograms corresponding to the three planes R;=lm,O,lm of Fig. 5

containing the three different distributions of point scatterers. A
composite array such as that of Fig. 4 was formed and displayed by the
computer for each of the three projection holograms, each was photo-
graphed yielding a set of three projection hologram composite trans-
parencies. Copies of these were then mounted on a rotating wheel as
shown in Fig. 6 (a) and viewed with an axially scanned point source.
Four sets of transparency copies of these three composite projection --
holograms were mounted in the order 1,2,3,2,1,2 ... on the periphery
of a rotating wheel as shown in Fig. 6 (a). The wheel is driven bya computer controlled stepper motor. The axially scanned point source

was produced by scanning a focused laser beam back and forth on a c
length of fine nylon thread with the aid of a deflecting mirror mounted
on the shaft of a second computer controlled stepper motor as shown in
Fig. 6 (b). The laser and optical bench arrangement for forming the
scanned focused beam appear in the background of Fig. 6 (a). The
computer controlled steppers enable precise positioning of the secondary
point source on the scattering thread in synchronism with the hologram

*See paper entitled "Holography, Wayelength Diversity Inverse I
Scattering" in this volume.
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being viewed so that the VFT are formed in their proper planes. A
viewer looking at the axially displaced point source through each
transparency mounted on the wheel as it passes infront of his eye
will see a 3-0 virtual image. Photographs of the three virtual images
seen by an observer in this fashion are shown in Fig. 7. An opto-
digital scheme for rapid real-time implementation of the procedure realized
above is shown in Fig. 8. This scheme, presently under study, utilizes
a rapid recyclable spatial light modulator (SLM) such as the Itek.PRO
in order to form VFT's of the projection holograms displayed by the
computer in real-time.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the basic principles of tomographic 3-D image
display based on Fourier domain projection theorems. One possible
implementation of the principle using the virtual Fourier transform
and a series Fourier domain projection holograms has been described.
There are several advantages for using the VFT rather than the real
Fourier transform (RFT), the most important of which is the ease with
which the position of the VFT plane can be moved axially by simply
moving the position of the reconstruction point-source. The VFT approach
was adopted in the present study because it is much easier to move a
point source rapidly than to move the display screen needed in the RFT
approach. Furthermore focusing in the VFT approach is carried out by
the observer while in the RFT approach it must be performed by the
system. Other attractive features of the VFT are:

(a) Simplicity - enables direct viewing of the power spectrum
of a transparency or a hologram with a variety of simple pointsources.

(b) The scale of the observed VFT can be easily altered by
changing the distance between the projection hologram transparency
and the reconstruction point source.

(c) Lower speckle noise and therefore higher reconstructed image
quality can be attained by using nonlaser point sources in the
reconstruction such as LED or miniature spectrally filtered
incandescent lamps. Further reduction in speckle noise occurs
when an array of the projection hologram rather than a single
hologram is used and when the hologram is slightly vibrated or
is in motion because of a noise averaging effect.

(d) Coherent and noncoherent superposition of VFT's is possible
by altering the coherence area of the reconstruction wavelfield.

(e) Because of the Fourier transform nature of the projection
holograms utilized, the resolution requirements from the
storage medium (photographic film or the CRT/SLM system of Fig. 8)
are much lower than would be needed in the recording of a Fresnel
hologram of the object as a means of 3-D image display. The 3-D
image detail contained in the single Fresnel hologram is now
distributed over a series of lower resolution projection holograms
which are used to form the 3-D image sequentially in time in
individual slices.
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f) Because 3-D image reconstruction is tomographic (in separate
slices) there is no interference between the wavefields forming
the various slices.

v (g) Permits other forms of 3-D image display involving spatial or
* angular multiplexing in a fashion similar to integral holography.
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Frequency Swept Tomographic Imaging of Three-Dimensional Perfectly
Conducting Objects

CHI K. CHAN, MEMBER. IEE, AND NABIL H. FARHAT. FELLOW. IEEE

Abstrct-The em of frequency swept or frquency diversity predicted by the Rayleigh resolution criterion as applied to
te.bmiues to achieve superreso m In the lmaging of threedl- the available recording aperture. The basic idea normally
measl-.l per fey condcting objects Is studied ad demonstrated involved is to extend the effective area of the physical re-
by computer slondois.. The heec swept m 5Uing concet Is cording aperture through clever mathematical data proces-
.nmd to be a seuralkahlous of the Invrr sattering the7. By sing techniques or data acquisition schemes. In this fashion,
invoking Fourier doman projectin tbeom. it Is demotrad by synthesizing an effective receiving aperture larger than the
amalytIcally that Ima of separate dices of three-dlimnsional targets
ca y obtained. tm esoorstab ~sI three-di mey ofs actual physical aperture of the imaging system, resolutionj.. . con be obtained. timesestablishing the feasibility of a tomogrophic
radar. Computer slmuitles results that verify tiese theores for better than the classical resolution limit of the available
extended and composite point wattering objects a physical aperture, or in other words, superresolution, is

achieved. However, most of these methods are either ex-
1. INTRODUCTION tremely sensitive to noise or are only applicable in tightly

controlled environments 111-(10). The term superresolu-

£0 NE OF THE MAIN design objectives of a microwave tion is customarily associated with analytic continuation
..I imaging system is to have good image resolution. It would methods where the complex field amplitude recorded over
be highly desirable if the microwave resolution can approach a specified aperture is utilized to compute the values of the
that of an optical imaging system. Such high resolution cou- field outside the aperture boundary. In this way, one can

- pled with the excellent penetration of microwaves through progressively determine the complex field amplitude over
dielectrics, inclement weather, and low-loss materials can lead an area larger than the physical aperture available and achieve
to important advances in radar, nondestructive testing, and thereby higher resolution than that determined by the data
certain types of medical imaging with ultrasound substituting recorded over only the physical aperture. It is in this sens
for microwaves. The attainment, of high resolution by con- that the term superresolution is used in this paper. We record
ventional means is, however, not an easy task because of the field over a given finite aperture at several frequencies or
practical limitations stemming from the fact that microwaves over a given frequency range, then sort out the data to syn-
are more than I 0 times longer than optical wavelengths. It thesize a larger size aperture that gives rise to a superresolved
is easy to show using the well-known classical Rayleigh cri- imap; i.e., an image of higher resolution than that obtained
terion for estimating the two-point resolution of an imaging with the original monochromatic physical aperture. A most
system that in order to make a microwave imaging system practical and effective method in achieving superresolution,

. operating, for example, at IS GHz attain the same angular in the authors' opinion, is through the utilization of the "time
resolution a a 5-cm diameter optical aperture operating at channel" whereby one collects in time more information
a mean wavelength of 0.5 jam, the recording aperture for about the scattering object or equivalently synthesizes added
the microwave imaging system has to be 2 km in size. The dimensions to the available recording aperture ( 11]. The well-
number of coherent receivers needed to adequately sample known principle of the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and the
the object scttered field over such an aperture would be frequency swept imaging (FSI) principle described in this
prohibitively lag rendering the whole idea economically paper represent two examples that utilize the time channel
unattractive even if technically feasible, to increase the amount of information collected and thereby

Because of the rapid growth of microwave remote sensing also resolution. In the SAR example a time derived two-
in both military surselance and civilian applications such as dimensional aperture is synthesized by either motion of the
goological exploration and all-weather radar system for monostatic transmitter-receiver pair (121, 113], [351 or
irorafts, there is a contant demand for improv ment of motion of the target (141 *and by sweeping of the pround
kua resolutiom. Towards this goa, different attempts have swath with the illuminating pulse. In FSI, the linear FM or
ben made to try and achieve a resolution better than that chirp signal produced by a transmitter is used to synthesize

% added dimension to the recording aperture. No motion of
- Manscrit d dSeptesmber26, 1979; indNovember24,1980. either transmitter-rceiver or target is necessary for this

This wok as mupeetod In pet by 6h Ak Fore Offie of Scientific imaging scheme. Then methods are much more practical in
3Rsemo. Ar For.. Sytem Command under Grant AFOUR-77. achieving superresolution than the techniques mentioned
3256A sad is put by the Amy Research Ofti uader Grant DAAG29- earlier because additional data are not extrapolated but are
764-0230. This papa is based on -ordons of a dismertatlabmtted
o the Uniersty of Peaesylvuds in pastld filflImuit of the mqum actually gatbered by relative motion between the object,
' men for thsaD. drCese the transmitter, receiver, or as in FSI, by frequency sweep-

C. IL Chn was wlhThe o hoe oolGnutn Read a rchCe, ins or frequency diversity.
University of Pe nojrva Phldlphia, PA 19104. He Is now with the The concept of syathesizing an imaging aperture by fre-
Lia,. Laboratory, Maachusetts Institute ofTodhoopLexigto, quency sweeping was analyzed by Farhat (151 and also
MA 02173.

N. IL F shat is with TheMom School Graduate RMI Centr, studied later by Jain 1161. It was found that by sweeping
Us Univedy of PeaM bselv , Phiadephia, PA 19104. the frequency of the incident illumination, a one-dimen-
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slonal aperture can, under certain circumstances, be syn. 3-0 fect cowkic"odny
tbezed with A single coherent receiver. In the cse of a linear
amy of receivers, a two-dimensional recording aperture can -.

be Pnated 1171. Direct extension of the FSI concept to
the imaging of three-dimensional objects is not straightforward
because of the limitations of the Fresnel Kirchhoff diffrac-
tion integral formulation to one- and two-dimensional dis-
tributiona. An approximate Fourier optics approach is pos-
sible, however 1321. Here a more precise formulation is XT
developed.

It was sown in 1969 by Blojanki and Lewis 118), 191
that a thre-dimensona Fourier transform relationship
exists between the dpe of a threedimensional perfectly con-
ducting object and its backscattered far field. It was found
that by recording the monostatic backs attered far field at
different frequencies and target aspect angles, the three-
dimensional shape of the object can be retrieved.

In this paper, we will show that the extension of the FSI
concept to three-dimensional objects is a multistatic gneral- so"
ination of the work of Boaudi and Lewis which was also
studied by Rat 1201. It will also be shown that by chirping Ps Po

the transmitted signal and receiving the target echoes by a Fig. 1. Scattering geometry. Incident plane wave with wave vector i s
two-dimensional receiver ary, a space-time signal containing scattered by three.dmnsional perfectly conducting object. Scattered

far feld is recorded by receiver at location R.
the three-dimensional far-field spectrum of the target is re-
corded. By using the Fourier transform property between the
three-dimensionul object and its far-fieLd images of slies of broad-band, eg., linear FM, i.e.,

the three-dimemional object can be reconstructed. The con-
cepts discussed are verified for both extended and point ob- t t )
jects employing computer Pnted data and hybrid (dilgital/ El n Ee- (2)
optiCa) data processing in the image reconstruction. Although
the discussion rfaes specifically to frequency swept tack. the scattered far field is iven by (S 1 %
niques, It will be lar that other frequency diversity -tech-
niques such a frequency stepping or simultaneous multi- (R + i
frequency Siuslnation and reception with chanellzed re- -c If(
cewversa equally applicable. E (R,)--I 4

IL THE THEORY OF FREQUENCY SWEPT IMAGING gill (3)

it IS wel.known 1191, (211, 1221 that in the physical
optics approxlmsas tho scattered far field for a perfel y where
conducting object illuminated by a plane monochromatic (
wave is gvn by

IfIf/ and k(t) - kl(I + yt) is the time dependent wavenumber
£(P0) = 1E0 e-.k(R+Re) J .je# 'J 'P (I) for the linear FM transmitted wave, with y being the chirp

48 Sill rats T,, and k are unit vectors in the direction of kO and k,

am son nni ,(A+Re s h e tsly.
h kO -"ksad,s havrein Ftg.I, (R + Rt)ithe Equation (3) shows that when the incident illumination

round trip dtans between the tanumitter, sattemr, and Is a chirp waveform, the scattered far field recorded by a re-
the recelver. k is the incident wave vector along theline from ceiver is also a chirp but time delayed by the propagation
.transmitter to center of scatterer, ko is the "scatterina" wave time and modulated by a time dependent intea that is de-
vector in the direction of the observer along the line from the pendent on the structure of the scatterer and the directions
center of the scatterer to the receiver at Pe which is located of illumination and observation. Comparing (I) and (3) re-
in th far field of the object. Sill is the illuminated surface veals the similarity between the two cases. The difference in
of the sctterer, X is the outward normal, and de' is the dif- the FSI case is that by illuminating the three-dimensional
ferntl surface element. The rault In (I) shows that for perfect conductor with a time dependent wave form (chirp),
thy case of plane monochromatic incident illumination, the the recorded scattered far field that characterizes the scat-
scattered far field recorded by the receiver can be expressed terer is also time dependent. It is this time dependent intoal
in two part: 1) the eXpoNntial term e-IA,('+Rt) which Sc- in (4) which gives rise to the image of the scatterer.
counts for the propagation time delay from the transmitter
to the center of the scattering object and beck to the re- III. FREQUENCY SWEPT IMAGING AND
celer, and 2) the Integal which is characteristic of the scat- INVERSE SCATTERING
tt dng body. In this section, the relationship between bistatic FSI and

When the incident illumination is nonmonochromatic or the inverse scattering imaging problem is discussed. It is

.................... ............. .....".'..".-.'................". ' .''.2C.:
..,..,,.. , .,' .,: * ¢,.,,,................................................................................-......... ' '. ,
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found that FSI is a multistatic generalization of the work the form
of Bojarski and Lewis 1181, 1191.

The surface integral in (3) can be defined as p[p(t)] as f (. (12) -'

fO OWS: whole |

R 'space

,P4t ) - " JJ •"p)eOt ) 'K da' (5) The three-dimensional shape of the scatterer can therefore
2vti .f0 ,be reconstructed by inverse Fourier transforming r(p). i.e.,

where Pl[m() is a function of the directions of the incident 0() = w f--)e-IP ' d 3p (13)
illumination (1k) and the receiver (IM) and the nature of the (R hole
illuminated surface of the object. The quantity W-F can be -space

regarded as a scattering strength of a surface element into
Sspace. Equation (3) can now be written as where d3p is an element of volume in p space.

When r(F) is only measured in a finite portion of space,

E +R) a sampling function H( ) can be defined as

E1 C -- 6 I, where r is measureda(,R, t) ARM/(P0] (6) Ha) (14

2%w-10, elsewhere. (4
Following a reasoning similar to that in Raz (201 with In this situation a diffraction limited characteristic function

now being a function of time t, it can be shownj33] that Od(R'), or three-dimensional "image" is expressed as
p(p(t)] is related to the characteristic function O(R') of the
target by f

Od(R') = r'wh )l ')e-FiPR" d p (15)

* (j)erF(t)4i d 3R' pspace
.hole

11 space = (') • h(R) (16)

2,r- where 4 denotes a three-dimensional convolution operation
I W (t(R + 01-t) (7) mand h(R') is the three-dimensional Fourier transform of the

I~Q)I sampling function 11(P).
For radar imaging applications, where it is impractical to

where illuminate the front and back side of the target as required
above and in (81, Lewis (201 suggested treating the scat-

)II, A in V' tering object as symmetrical about the contour dividing its
(R) 0 , 'not in V' (8) illuminated and dark regions. In this situation,

0 = ( (t) (17)
with V' being the shaped volume of the object.

We define and (21 ) is reduced to

Fr t)] f d (R3) d3R'. (9) Q0(t)] - k XI+ cosa) Re {p[P(t)]}. (18)

sU space

It is evident that rppt)i is a three-dimensional spatial Fourier Now we are in a position to determine which part of the

transform of the characteristic function O(R'). in terms of p space is accessed by the data I(p-) recorded by means of the

lp~Q)j which can be derived from the measured data as geometry of Fig. I when the incident illumination is a linear

indicated in (6), FM. From the definition of F(t) in (4) i.e., (t) = k(tXiM -
1t), it is evident that for a fixed transmitter and receiver
position, IP(t) I is linearly proportional to k(t), the incident

-jA'w + Pt-RO (10) wavenumber. As the imaging chirp frequency increases, the
I { p(t1 T) - wavenumber varies linearly from k(T - 0) - k1 to k(t- 7)

k2 - kl(! +- y7) and the vector F(tJ asumes the values on a
straght line fromF(O) - ki(Tm - it) to T(t) - k 2(i m - 'k)

(V p(;(r)) +- p*(- F(t}] (11) in the direction (T. - Tt). Fig. 2 shows the position of this

= :(tXi + cos a) F space scan line when for convenience the center of the three-

dimensional scatterer is chosen to coincide with the center of
what* a is the angle between the transmitter the center of the the three-dimensional F space. Figs. 3 and 4 show that when
scatterer and the receiver as shown in Fig. I. We note from there are more than one receiver, r(p-) data is recorded along a
(4) that although P(t) is a function of time t, It can be treated group of i space scan lines each having a different directional

an independent variable permitting the rewriting Of (9) in Vector Um ik depending on receiver position.

_ ' o
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above trasmitter r

to propagation between the center of the object and each
Wa receiver. One convenient Way of removing this range de-

* pendent phase in practice is to apply a target derived reference
/ 3-D ul wkd afta doc technique 1341 suggested by Porter.

-- 7 The three-dimensional resolution of the image Od(R')
W* depends on the three-dimensional extent of the ; space data

*1 used in the three-dimensional inverse Fourier transform opera-
tion 1331. Specifically, resolution A1R,' in the R,' direction

WX depends roughly on Ap,, the extent of H in the pt direction as

42wr 2w

Ap, (ps(T) - p(0)

Using the geometry in Figs. I and 2, it can easily be shown
?Newthat AR,' can be reduced to

ARA2 (20)

where X1, X2 are the longest and shortest wavelengths, of the
transmitted chirp and a is the angle between the transmitter,

for Rthe center of the target, and a receiver.
Z 2! A2The resolutions in the R, F and R,' directions, however,

Ft-3 P-~acscaninesenrste frm trm, ecevemdepend roughly on the size of the area projected by the set
F~g.3. ~srce camslins piertedfromthre tod~e54 of lines defining H onto the p,, py plane; i.e.,

The resuilt of this section shows graphically that frequency 2
diversity techniques employing a two-dimensional array of re- AR X -. 2v AR' -=2 (21)
ceivers and one or more transmitters allow accessing a finite Ap' Ap7

*sampled volume in the three-dimensional Fourier space (
space) of the object. Inverse Fourier transformation of the where Apx, Ap,, are the extents of px, p3, plane spanned by
acquired set of dats r(p-) according to (15) should yield a the projected F space data lines of the array of receivers. For
thr'ee-dimensional diffraction limited image of 0(R) of the the example of a single receiver situated along either the x or
watterln perfectly conducting three-dimensional object. y axis, Ap, a (k2 - k I) sin a. Thus

In practice the acquisition of the three-dimensional data
meold rF) of (182 would involve coherent detection of 2
dw scatered field .. ,(., 0) of (6) at each recive location and -~.' 2w..=( ) - (22)

iusee the measurement for the unequal phase shifts due Ap,~ -XIAI n
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Equations (20) and (22) are general and applicable to the Equation (27) shows that by projecting the three-dimen-
geometry of % circular array of receivers surrounding a central sional space data onto a given plane, the two-dimensional
transmitter which is the geometry chosen in the simulation transform of the projected data, which we refer to as a pro-
examples that will be described in Section VI of this paper. iecion hologram, gives an image of a central cross sectional

If the echo, or specifically the object frequency response slice of the object parallel to that plane. In the case of per-
recorded by each receiver, is also sampled in time, then the fectly reflecting objects, the slice is actually a cross sectional
three-dimensional space data will only be recorded for a outline of th object. If r(') is multiplied by a weighting func-
discrete grid of points in three-dimensional F space. Aliasing tion of the form e - i p z before performing the projection, i.e.,
can be avoided if the Nyquist criterion is satisfied in each
direction, i.e., it the target orthogonal dimensions or maxi- r (Px, Py) (
mum extents are x0, yo, o, the number of sample points in Dproj LI roe-iDPz

each direction has to be
then it can readily be shown that the two-dimensional inverse

N. > - N > YO N> . (23) transform of rproj (px, py) gives
7  AR N ,

IV. FOURIER DOMAIN PROJECTION THEOREMS Oxproi(Rx', Ry') = O(R', R,' = ). (29)

It is shown in the previous sections that a three-dimensional It is evident from (27) that by multiplying INN) with an
Fourier transform operation applied to the recorded W space exponential weighting factor before performing the projec-
data should produce an image of the three-dimensional per- tion operation, cross sectional outlines of O(-) can be ob-
fectly conducting scatterer. In practice, this three-dimensional tained at planes other than R, = 0 that are selected through
image retrieval operation can be carried out digitally using the parameter P. Since this weighting function is introduced
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms. However, even with after the recording of the scattered data, parallel slices of the
the speed of the FFT, a three-dimensional FFT computation three-dimensional object O(R) can be reconstructed slice by
could be time consuming which could preclude real-time slice by changing the parameter 0.

image reconstruction that is highly desirable in many in-
stances. This leads to the question of whether or not coherent V. COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS FOR PS
optical processing of the three-dimensional F space data is In this section computer simulation examples are pre-
feasible. Since optical processing is carried out in parallel at sented to demonstrate the FSI theories developed in the
the speed of light instead of a sequential fashion as in digital previous sections. Both extended and point scatterer objects
computers, a huge reduction of processing time can be ex- are considered in the simulations. For the examples pre-
pected. However, direct coherent optical processing of three- sented, the receivers are positioned along an arc of a circle
dimensional data is not feasible because of the inherent two- with the transmitter situated at the center of the circle. This
dimensional Fourier transform property of converging lenses geometry is chosen because of its practical potential and for
[51, thus a scheme has to be developed to reduce the three- the simplicity in positioning of the intensity modulated pro-
dimensional space data to two-dimensional format before jected scan lines of the resulting projection holograms on the
optical processing can be applied. The principle that allows computer display. The simulated far field recorded by each
a reduction of three-dimensional F space data to the two- receiver generates a scan line of data in the three-dimen-
dimensional format needed for image reconstruction is based sional T space. These scan lines are projected onto the Px,
on Fourier domain projection theorems (FDPT) (241, (261, py plane in accordance to the weighted FDPT. Optical two-
(281-1311. In this section, the FDPT is outlined and extended dimensional Fourier transforms of the resulting weighted
to a weighted FDPT. It is shown that these theorems can be projection holograms are carried out, and optical images of
applied to the PSI problem to reconstruct images of three- various slices of the three-dimensional objects are recorded
dimenalonal objects tomogrephically' slice by slice, in the image plane. Since far-field data for a perfectly con-

Let O(R') and r(A) be the three-dimensional Fourier trans- ducting sphere can be calculated exactly for different aspect
form pairs s described in (12) and (13). Defining a projection angles and frequencies using the Mie series formulation 121 ],
of r() onto the px - P7 plane as spheres were good candidates for use as threedimensional

, -extended objects in the simulation.
rpoi (Px, Pp) L dps  (24) The simulation geometry of FSI of two adjoining perfectly

conducting spheres is shown in Fig. 5. The two spheres are
and Oproj (Rz', A ') as the two-dimensional transform of assumed each to be one meter in diameter, and each is off-
-proj (p,, p), we obtain, set by a distance of 50 cm from the R,' axis. Fifty re.

- ceivers forming an arc from # - 250 to 155 ° with 2.50 anular
1 ~spacing is assumed. The ratio of ZolRg is 2, thus a - tan

* " ' Oproj( ', JR )  projx, Pp) (Ru/Zo) = 26.6.•
-. , The frequency sweep display was limited by the resolution

"-I(PzxRx+PyRj,') dp. dpy (25) capability of the computer display and covered a 2-4-GHz
I range consisting of 100 equally spaced frequency points. The

- rie-I(PAxP XPY'Y,) scattered far field recorded by each receiver is assumed to be a
Lif ,superposition of the field of two independent spheres. This
dpX dpy dps  (26) assumption is valid under the Born approximation, i.e., when

O(R 2 , R yr. R,' - 0). (27) multiple scattering between the two spheres can be ignored.
Using (20) and (22), the resolutions are approximately AR.' -

!Tomooaphy comes from the Greek word tomas mening dice. 7.7 cm and ARY' AR ' 33.5 cm.

- -.= -
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Fig. S. Geometry used In FSI of object consisting of two perfctly ((f ()
conhctl sphee

Fig. 6. Projection holograms (left) of object consisting of two adjoin-
leg spheres and optical reconstmuction of corresponding central
cos sectional dicas through two spheres (right).

Fig. 6 shows the simulation results for a 0 equal to 0. 30, are compared to the geometry of the object -in Fig. 8, it

and 40 cm; this is equivalent to producing images of slices becomes evident that the relative locations of the scatterers

through the two spheres at parallel planes equal to R,' = 0, in different Rs' planes are also preserved in the reconstruction.
* 30, and 40 cm, respectively. The weighted projected holo- The bright regions in the left upper and right lower portions

grams for the three cases are shown in Fig. 6(a), (c), and (e), of the images are revolts of diffraction by spokelike sampling

and the cornponding optical reconstructions using the format in the projection holograms in Fig. 9. Unlike the pre-

optical bench arrangement shown in Fig. 7 are presented in vious example, an appropriate spatial carrier has been included

Fig. 6(b), (d), and (f). These reconstructions clearly illustrate in each projection hologram to separate each image from its

the ability to retrieve images of parallel cross sectiona out- conjugate and from the zero order light. The presence of both

lines of a three-dimensional scatterer from the same set of F a primary and a conjugate image in each reconstruction is a

space data utilizing the weighted Fourier domain projection weil-known consequence of the optical Fourier trnsform

theorem. when the input function, the hologram transmittance, is posa-
In a second example shown in Fig. 8, en object consisting tive red (51. Such a spatial carrier was not included in the

of a set of scatterers each of which is too small to be resolved projection hologram for two spheres in the preceeding ex-
by the imaging system was assumed. The geometry for this ample, and as a result the primary and conjugate images of the
simulation example is identical to that of Fig. 5 except that circles were onaxis and superimposed. Because of object sym-
the number of receivers in this case is reduced to 16 equally metry, however, this superposition was acceptable.
spaced aon an arc from 0 - 40" to # - 77.5° with 25O
angular spacing between adjacent receivers. The value of VI. CONCLUSION

r') for the test object of Fig. 8 as obtained from (28) is This work was initiated to study the possibility of extend-
ins the concept of frequency sweeping to the imaging of three-
dimensional objects. It was found that a three-dimensional

- + e-Pxxo + 0-10mo + ei(Pyyo+Psso) Fourier transform relationship exists between the shape of a
(I + 2 coo p + 2 cot . three-dimensional perfect conducting object and its scat-

(I +o) 2CI(Pixo)+8*@- tersted far field. By recording this scattered field at different

(30) aspect angles and frequencies by means of arrays of coherent
receivers and transmitters, the processed data can be inverse
transformed to obtain a three-dimensional image of the

r iv)).is multiplied by a phase term e-100 with 5 - -zo, object. This result turned out to be a generalization of Bojar.

0, so, respectively, before the projection operations is per- skis and Lewis' formulation of inverse scattering to the
formed to g- eneto the weighted projection hologram shown multistatic case. For stationary objects, the scattered field
to the left in Fit. 9(a), (b), (c), respectively. at different upect angles can be recorded by just one trans-

Opticaly recoustructed imapes of this set of holograms aitta and an array of receives, whereas in the monostatic
dsrly show that sic of the objects at different parallel T/R (transmitter/receiver) configuration considered by

planes rposilcular to the direction of projection can be Bojaski and Lewis, an army of monostatic T/R's has to

kimad individaly using the weighted Fourier domain pro- be used to record the backscattered field in order to obtain

jction theorem. When the reconstructed images in Fig. 9 the same amount of information. In the case of nonstationary

.....................................................
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Fig. 9. Projection holoprms and their optical reconstruction for at
of point scattemrs In Fig. 8 at different Rz' planes. (a) Hologram

WX R's - % pW* and reconstructed inage of watterers at Rz' a -z0 Plans. (b) Holo-
gram and Image at R ' -0 plane. (c) Hologram and image at R'-
go plane. xa u Y laO910 m.

PI. 8 Thm asenal object consft of at of eight point at-
tass shown In Isometie a d Rx' - Rj plane of views at R,' a objects consisting of several point scatterer. The optically
-g,. 0.so x a 0 a o 0  oo Cm. reconstructed images from these simulations clearly demon-

strate the validity of the concepts developed in this paper
objects, although a monostatic TIR can collect scattered field and establish the feasibility of superresolved three-dimen-
at different aspect angles as a result of object motion or rota- sionsl imaging by means of broad-band cost-effective aper-,
tion, more information can be collected in a shorter time if turs. The concepts developed are applicable to all methods
a multistal~ geometry consistinl of one (or more) transmitters by which the multiaspect frequency responce (namely,
mnd stray of receivers is employed. by utilizing the Fouier "(P-) in (18)) can be measured either directly by frequency
domain projection theorem and the weighted Fourier domain diversity as discussed in this paper or indirectly via the im-
projection theorem, it was shown that coherent optical sys- pulse response or correlation measurement with noise illumine-
tem can be used to reconstruct images of separate dices of tion I 111. The choice of any of these approaches will depend
a distant object establishing thus for the first time the feasl- on the imaging application, ease of implementation, and
bility o(a tomooraphic radar. the ease with which the data recorded at each receiver can be

Computer simulations were performed to verify the fre- corrected for popaption delay between transmitter, object,
quency swept imaging theory and the Fourier domain pro- and the particular receiver as with the target derived reference
jection theorems for both continuous extended objects and method referred to in this paper.

. •
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ABSTRACr

We show that 3-D twmographic inverse scattering reconstruction of a
scattering object is obtainable from data lying on a curved surface, rather
than within a volume, of its accessed Fourier space as would ordinarily be
required.

I. Introduction

It Is known from inverse scattering theory [11-[4], that multiaspect
oatao or UAtWo coherent seasurement of the far field scattered by a

plane-mave illainlnated conducting or non-dispersive object under conditions
that satisfy the pfy4jca optc and Born apprximations can be -sed to access
the 3-D Fourier space Far) of the object 4cattesing unczon y~r). Here T is
a 3-D position vector in object space measured relative to a comon origin in
the object or its vicinity and_ -k _2-Ti) is a 3-D position vector in
Fourier space or T-space with 1 and Ti being unit vectors In the directions
of observation and incident Miination respectively and k is the waveumwber
of libumination. The scattering function y(T) represents the 3-D geometrical
distribution and strengths of those visible 4cLattwtA enwei*I or diiemn tia
4 tteuiJL 1 .w4-Uctio6 of the body that give rise to the measured field.
Correction of the field measured in practice in this fashion for range-phase,
clutter, and systen response [5],161 leads to accessing rCv) over those values
of W employed In the measurement. We will designate the measured data mani-
fold by r3() and asume without further elaboration here that the values of
7 utilized always sample the .7-spaca in a manen-sFiasfying the Nyquist crite-
ron to avoid aliasing in the reconstruction. The size and shape of the
accessed Fourier region depends on geometry and on the exent-of the spectral
and angular apertures utilized i.a., on the values k and (R1,li). It
is possible then as shown by computer simulation in [3] and_141 to retrieve
tomographically a aijuctn 4nd RO,!Ae L i version yd(r) of the object
scattering function through application of the P.ojectiot-S. c Tkeotm de-
,ivable from the smulti-dimensional Fourier transform [7]-[10].

The aL of this paper is to show that high resolution reconstruction of

IydG) is possible by measuring ra(p) over a curved surface in p-space rather
than within a volume as would ordinarily be required for the retrieval of 3-D
detail of yd( r). Secse, for a liven fixed spectral ranges, the number of angu-
lar observatim points needed to adequately sample the '-space over a volume
is considerably higher than the umber needed to access the outer surface of
the vobme or a portion of it, a sizable reduction In the number of coherent
sensors or receivers is achieved. In practice this translates into a propor-
tinate reduction in the projected cost of high resolution wavelength dive:-
sity imaging apertures and would for example, open the way for cost-effective
Juplmentatiom of envisioned [111] giant ,magqg Aadm net .AkA.

?111-



11. Theoretical Considerations

Let 1(p) be a Fourier slace smpling function describing the values
assaimed by the vector # - k(1r-lj) during data acquisition. We can express
then the Fourier space data manifold accessed by measurement as,

rGp) a(p)()

which can be regarded as a 3-4 FoueuA t'auon m /hLo gAm of the scattering
object. A diffraction and noise lUiited version yd(r) of the object function
yC(F) can be obtained by Fourier Inversion of eq. (1). That is (within a con-
stant 1/(2w)3),

Yd C) r rCp)a(p) dp- (F) ***h (F) (2)

where
h G) - ' if(p) a p. 4 (3)

is the 3-D Zn.6e A poue or po.nt 4pead &u.won of the system and the
triple asterisks denote a 3-D convolution. Clearly, because 1(p) ( hich can
be now Identified also as a 3-D Amq4 , je *j=W,.,4on of the system) is dependent
on recording Seometry through i a k(1T-i), the tmpulse response here, in con-
trast to conventional monochromatic tmaging systms, Is 4p4.t4 V"V ant. A
valid question then is the Identification of favorable recording geometries
for which a narrow h(r) Is -realized for a wide range of object bearings utli-
sing a uiu nm number of observation and/or ilxL=:natng points I.e., (1R,1ti)
values In order to keep to a minimum the number of broadband coherent receivers
sad transmitters employed tn the recording geometry. To provide an answer to
this question we apply the projection-slice theorem to eq. (3). There are two
foms of this theorem. One states that a projection (central slice) in Fourier
space and a central slice (projection) In object space are a Fourier transform
pair. The second form establishes a stmila relationship between parallel
Weigted p*ojeatiONo and parallel slices In the two domains 13] ,19. In the
context of this analysis, the first -version means that the 2-D Fourier trans-
fom of the projection of X(p) on an arbitrarily oaiented plane in p-space is
a central slice through h(r) oriented parallel to the projection plane. This
t--ediately suggests that desirable recording geometries are those for which
the projection of their 1(p) in any direction cover always aztended areas
whose 2-D Fourier transfom will necessarily be concentrated in a narrow re-
gion Indicating an h(r) with central slices ehibiting peak amplitudes of
narrow extent. If all central slices of h(7) possess peaks of narrow extent
the 3-1) Impulse response h(r) will consequently be narrbv. With this condi-
tion established, we consider net the two bistatic recording geometries shown
in Fig. 1. In one (a) a randomly or regularly sapled circular recording
aperture of diameter D Is used to access a truncated conical volume In p-space
witk"the truncation being set by the initial and final values of the range of
waveumbers k utilized in the measmwment. In the second geometry (b), a
umber of random or equally spaced smpling points or coherent receivers dis-
tributed tn a circle of dtameter D are mployed to access an identically shaped
hollow trunated cone. Both Seometries assume a centrally located coherent
tranmitter or iumsnator T. The sampling functions H(p) realized in both
cass will coincide over the sidwalls of the truncated canes. A brief study
of the two cases reveals that the shape and extent of the areas covered by
nearly all projections of the solid truncated cone and the hollow truncated

111-2
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Fig. 1. Geometries for accessing the Fourier space of a 3-D scatterer.
(a) with a sampled 2-D circular aperture, (b) with a circular
array of sampling points.

cone are the same emeept for a few projections in those directions forming a
small solid angle surrounding the (IT Line where the hollow nature of H(p) In
(b) will be evidenced by a missing central region. This difference is illus-
trated by the two projection czamplas Included in Fi&. 2.. However, because
the outer boundaries of comparable projections of H(p) in (a) and (b) are-
Identical, the associated Fourier transforms representing the slices of h(xr)
for both geometries are expected to-.possess central peaks of the same extent.-
The ampl~tud and shape of side-lobe structure In the outlying regions sur-
'rounding the crentral peaks will however differ somewhat because of the differ-
ent =nber and distribution of data points in the comparable projections.* It
can be concluded therefore that the 3-D resolutions obtained with data accessed
over a volume of p-space and with data accessed over the outer surface of the
volume are nearly the same. Verification of this conclusion is found in the
results of a nuerical simulation of microwave wavelength. diversity Imaging
[3] which are presented In Jig. 2. A smi-circular array of sampling points
consisting of 50 equally spaced receivers distributed over an arc of 30* as
depicted In Fig. 2(a) is assmied. A 3-D test object consisting of two ad-
joining In diameter conducting spheres arranged an shown and centered at a
distance I directly above the transmitter T is chosen. A spectral range of
(2"4) Ga and a ratio-of R/D -1 are asamed In computing rm(F). The far field
scattered by the two spheres was computed using the lMie series forinlation 112].
Wighted parallel projections in the direction pz of the accessed T-gpace data
manifold lying on a. truncated ssmi-conical surface represented by H(p) in Fig.
2(s) were obtained by multiplying r,3Cr) by the complex factor mupj(itpz), a- 0,
-30=, -40cm, before computing the projections. This yields three weighted
projection holograms shown to the left in Fig. 2(b) that correspond from top
to bottom to parallel horizontal slicks through the object In Fig. 2(a) at
sa 0, -30cm and -40cm., The optically retrieved Images from these projection
bolograms are shown to the right In Fig. 2(b). These demonstrate clearly the
3-.D tiop'aphic Imaging capability from the limited p-pace data accessed by
the geometry of Fig. 2(a).
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construction from limited Fourier space data. (a) Recording
geometry (b) Weighted projection holograms (lef)ty and re-
trieved ImaSes of three slices through the illuminated portion
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Projection theorems and their application in multidimensional signal processing
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Abstract

Several sophisticated imaging methods are based on measurements that lead to accessing a
finite volume of the 3-0 Fourier domain of an interrogated object and subsequent retrieval
of 3-0 image detail by 3-0 Fourier inversion. Examples are found in inveue 6e4 .ig, in-
,tg9at koLeg apky, x- A& and &tado-ew"i.on inAging, c4VAttogiapk, and e€tea4on m4c4ocopy.
This paper examines a unified approach to all these methods, namely through reduction of di-
mensionality based on the pojtecta-,UceA property of the multidimensional Fourier trans-
form. We describe two hybrid (opto-digital) computing schemes, one employing coherent light
and the other incoherent light, that can be used with these techniques to reconstruct and
display true 3-b image detail tomographically. Reduction of dimensionality is shown to pro-
vide flexibility in hybrid (opto-electronic) computing by permitting trade-off between the
degree of parallel and Serial processing employed. It leads to new architectures capable of
enhanced throughput and dynamic range and extends the domain of optical computing beyond one
and two dimensional signals.

1. Introduction

Inverse methods involve inferrinq.information about the geometrical and material proper-
ties of an object by remote probing with electromaqnetic, acoustic, or particle beams. Several
inverse methods for example in optics (1]-(81, microwaves [9]-1131, crystaloraphy and elc-
tron microscopy (141, camputerised axial tomography (151, ultrasonics (161 and integral holo-
graphy [171 lead to accessing a finite volume in the 3-0 Fourier space of the object and sub-
sequent retrieval of 3-0 Image detail via 3-0 Fourier inversion. The required 3-D Fourier
transform can naturally be carried out digitally by means of a 3-D fast Fourier transform
algorithm. This apro , mnt be fast enough for certain applications even with the fast-
est array processors available today especially when one is dealing with the large amounts of
data associated with cempl."-ated objects. This can prevent real-time image reconstructions
and display. Frthermore the inherent two dimensionality of present day computer displays
precludes true 3-0 Image diplay limiting the presentation of 3-0 image detail to perspec-
tives, individual slices or cross-sectional outlines.

To overcome these limitations several techniques for 3-b display of television and compu-
tar generated signals have been proposed and demonstrated (181-[201.

In this paper we consider a new approach to true 3-b image reconstruction and display. Two
methods that employ hybrid (opto-digital) computing and do not require viewing aids are de-
scribed. Doth methods are based on reducing a 3-D Fourier space manifold into a series of
2-0 pitoj¢ction hoognuan each corresponding to & different parallel slice of the object and
on using the optical 2-b Fourier transform in a space-time multiplex scheme to retrieve
rapidly and sequentially images of the various slices. The reconstructed slices are dis-

* played on an oscillating screen in the proper sequence to form the 3-D image touogaaphicaL. .
One method employs coherent optical computing to perform the required 2-D Fourier transforms
while a novel incoherent opto-electronic computing scheme based on spatial domain projections
is employed in the other.

The processing of multi-dimensional signals by reduction of dimensionality via projection
was first considered by Radon (211. Since then projection methods have been employed in the
processing of 2-0 radio-astronomical data by Bracewell [221 ,[241 and in hybrid (opto-digital)
processing of 3-b data by Stroke, Ialioua, and co-workers (141,[161.1241 in the context of
crystallography, electron microscopy and ultrasonics and by Farhat and Chan (121,(131 and Das
and oerner (411 in the context of 3-D microwave imaging and radar shape estimation.

r* Comprehensive treatments and applications of multidimensional signals processing via pro-
jections has been given by Marsareau and Oppenheim [251 in the context of digital signal pro-
cessing and more recently by Barrett [261-(201 and Farhat [291 in the context of optical data
processing.

2. The proJection-alice theorem

The principle underlying the two hybrid 3-0 image reconstruction and display techniques
discussed in this paper is the pitojejc.oa-Atice . koaom associated with the multidimensional
Fourier transform [221 ,(23). Given a multidimensional object function and its Fourier trans-
form the projection-slice theorem states that a projection (slice) in Fourier space and a
'psrallel" slice (projection) in object space are a Fourier transform pair. In other words
projections in object space correspond, in the Fourier transform sense, to "parallel* slices
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in Fourier space taken in planes parallel to the projection planes and visa versa, i.e.,
projections in Fourier space correspond in the Fourier transform sense to "parallelO slices
in object space.

There are two forms of the projection-slice theorem. One form deals with meir.Sonat or
ceat%" slices and corresponding projections on planes parallel to them, while the second
form deals with weighted parallel projections made always on the same plane and correspond-

. ing slices at different depth all parallel to the one projection plane.
& derivation of the two forms of the projection-slice theorem is %iven in Appendix I in

terms of a 3-D object function y(r) and its 3-D Fourier transform r (p) where r and p desig-
nate position vectors in object space and Fourier space respectively. The object character-
istic function yr(r) can represent the object attenuation function as in x-ray imaging, or
surface reflectivity as in integral holography and microwave imaging of reflecting objects,
or refractive index distribution or velocity distribution as in electromagnetic and acoustic
inverse scattering. Thus for example in x-ray tomography, projections of the object func-
tion y() are obtained by transmission measurements of absorbed x-rays while in integral
iholography photographs of the object taken from different aspect angles represent the set of
projections. The projection-slice theorem is invoked then to obtain either by digital or
opticsl means central slices of the Fourier domain r () extending over a finite region of
the Fourier space of the object.

Zn inverse scattering, cmplex (amplitude and phase) measurements involving wave-vector
diversity (i.e., angular and spectral divesity) are used to determine r(F) directly over a
finite volume of Fourier space [91-1131.

Thus the measurements performed and the subsequent data preprocessing in all of these
.ethods aim at accessing a finite volume of the 3-0 Fourier space of the object represented
by r(P). Once r(p) has been determined, 3-D image detail representing a finite resolution
version of y Cr) can be retrieved as pointed out earlier via a 3-D inverse Fourier transform.
In the following section we will describe two hybrid techniques for tomographic image re-

. construction and display of the 3-D object function y(F) in which the required 3-D inverse
Fourier transform is carried out optically as a series of 2-0 Fourier transforms of projec-
tion holograms employing either coherent light or incoherent light.

4..

3- TGUIgraplhic image reconstruction and 3-0 display

Both coherent and incoherent optical computing can be used to carry out sequentially and
rapidly the 2-D Fourief transforms of a series of weighted projection holograms correspond-
ing to parallel equally spaced slices or cross-sectional outlines of the object in order to
visualize its 3-D image tomoqraphically.

Coherent scheme:
%! One such scheme employing the virtual Fourier transform has been described earlier (301.

., The disadvantage of this scheme was that only one observer at a time can view the displayed
virtual 3-0 image. To overcome this limitation the arrangement shown in Fig. I was consider-
ed. This arrangement makes use of the real optical Fourier transform to project the re-

LAE MIA WI~Lll ...

(a)

" Fig. 1. scheme for 3-D ima-ge reconst-ructi'on and display from a sequence of projetioen
-"holograms. (a) Principle, Mb ict€orial view of system showing laser source

to th right, hologram bearinq wheal in the center and projection wheal to
t r~te left. Proj}ection wheel is 25 cm :in diameter and conain As 24 windows for

mounting the projection holograms.

construtd images of the various slices of the object rapidly and in proper sequence an an
axially oscillartng projection surface. The 3-0 image reconstructed tomosrapl ically in this
fashion can be viewed siLmultaneously by several observers from different directiLons.Th

x; arrangement consists of a convergent laser beam produced by a long focal length Ions. The
"' be intesrrogates sequentially anld rapidly a series of projection holograms mounted a shown

*. on a rotatl" hologram boozng wheel. The axially oscillating projection surface is pro-

.4.,
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duced by rotating a suitably shaped projection wheel. The realization of a rapidly oscilla-
tin projection surface with this wheel is based on the eccentric rotation of a cylindrical
surface. if a cylinder rotates eccentrically about an axis parallel to but displaced from
the axis of the cylinder an observer will see the surface of the cylinder moving back and
forth at the ses rate of rotation. When a number, say eight, of such cylinders or cylindri-
ca. segments of the same radius are arranged together as shown in the projection wheel of
Pig. l(a) with their centers spaced evenly on the circumference of a circle centered on the
axis of rotation, the sme oscillating surface effect is observed but at eight times the ro---
tation rate (311. This permits the achievement of higher rates of projection surface dis-
placement using reasonable rotation speeds that can be furnished by ordinary stepper motors.
A pictorial view of the projection wheel used is shown in Fig. 2. Both the hologram bearing
wheel and the projection wheel are driven by computer controlled stepper motors to maintain
synchronization. Zxamples of the true 3-D image reconstruction and display achievable with
thi arrangemnt are show in Fig. 3. Photographs of two views of the displayed 3-D imageJq

......

Fig. 2. Pictorial view of projection wheel rig. 3. Two views (a) and (b) of the tomo-
used to realize an axially oscilla- graphically reconstructed 3-0 image
ting projection scran. A volumetric of an eight point test object and
display region of 1.8 cm x 1.8 cm x identical corresponding views (c)
1.8 ca is provided, and (d) of a model of the test object.

taken from two different aspect angles are shown in (a) and (b). The projection holograms
used in the experiment were those of the eight point scatterer test object used in our
earlier work (30). Two identical views of a model of the test object are shown in (c) and
(d) of Fig. 3 for comparison.

Incoherent schemes

The second optical 3-D image reconstruction and display scheme studied is based on per-
forming the required 2-D Fourier transforms directly on weighted projection holograms dis-
played in spatially incoherent light. This approach enables direct 2-D Fourier transforma-
tion of the CRT computer displays of weighted projection holograms corresponding to the
different slices of the object. Being opto-electronic in nature the scheme permits display-
ing the image slices obtained by Fourier inversion in rapid succession on a second CRT dis-
play. A 3-0 tomoqraphic display of the displayed image slices can be realized employing a
projection lens and the oscillating projection screen idea used in the proceeding scheme.
Several methods for incoherent 2-0 Fourier transformation appear in the literature. These

include shadow casting techniques using a two Fresnel zone masks as a Fourier analyzer (321,
(331, achromatization (341, and opto-electronic methods utilizing optical multiplication by
sine and cosine masks followed by electronic detection of the spatially integrated products
(351-(371. A major advantage of these techniques is their freedom from speckle noise which
is a known limitation of coherent optical processing. There are disadvantages however.
Major among them is the complexity of carrying out complex operations and the low Fourier
plane contrast in the rresnel zone shadow casting scheme. There is also the "dynamic bias"
problem identified in (381 and (391. To handle complex data and increase throughput the
use of color multiplexing or wavelength diversity in opto-electronic schemes has been con-sidered (40).

The oto-elecronic scheme described below combines apa* .t domai: piojteUoKA and wave-'Canot 0a .ota& dJ~vcutV to perform Fourier etansform operationaon 2-0 complex functions
representing for example projection hologram data displayed on a color CRT monitor. In
addition the scheme has the advantage of overcoming the dynamic bias problem. It differs
from all other previously studied schemes in its novel use of the ApaUcL domaiR pitojIc*on
theorem in a two color wavelength diversity scheme and in its potential to execute 2-0 dis-
creote Fourier transform of large data formats approaching 1000 X 1000 pixels at high
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spees. noter mpotant p actca advantage is the compatibility with a color CRT as the
izpt device with its high brightness and precise color pixel locations.

ame SpatA Voa"~ P@jeU*JA ThAetes (see Appendix Z) was first Introduced in radio
soo by oraceweall C 221. Zts use in the present scheme is discussed next.

Consider a dompex spatial function f (xty) with its 2-0 Fourier transform 1 (Iaa~wy), ox
and so, bein paia frequem=y variables *Thus,

designate. a Fourier transform pair, where.

f(xy) -II F(ext"Y)e 'd d( 2)

-j 7 * in 9

The spatial projection of f Noy) an the 3s-axis is defined as

fxW i f9(Z 0Y) dy (4)

* or by using (2).,

fx)- % (4 ) F(W11w7 ) 0 e1 Z +i~ N. y in 9 ) dy (5)

Carrying! out the Integration with respect to y first we obtain

or by the "siftia;g property of the 4 function.

JN3

I.e., in abbreviated form,

This final resmlt, known as the bpe*ai doma~A puejae*Se *ae-teu, states that the spatial
pJectio fpI Ix Of f (Upy) and a central sUce of its 2-0 Fourier transform along a central

ln ya 0 are Fourier tramsem pairs.* This suggests that the transform (a in) can be
obandby arepeated a pplication of the following three step process: (1) Notat the ob-

Jest femotiom f Cxty) in the x-y plane, by an angle MGSM-l.2 .... 8) relative to the z: axis
obese~~ AS) t Morm the projection on the x axis, and (3) one dimensional FourierAsa- transform the projection to obtain the value of V (wina) along a central

Line passing through the origin of the ?x wy plane and making an angle n0 with the ox5 axis.
By repeating the process foe all the value of n-l,2 ... K a 18O/AO one can construct the

toresf F(s3. E) on a spoked 9broat of redial Lines of angular spacing A8. Obviously this
.4 three step~ij = prc~ran be implemented entirely digitally to provide a new discrete Fourier

transr algorithm. Alternately the on dimensional Fourier transform required in the
third ste am be carried ot with as analog CCD or SMl device 1421. * r an arrangement for

perfeAn the three steparocdr opto-electronloally is presented.
The arrngement Is skeche inFi. 4. * Th complex function f No y) is displayed on a

color Cie or TV sorm. Two of the three available primary colors, (red, blue and green)
are asindto the real pert f (x,y) and the imaginary part fiL(x~y) of f(x,y) with the

thirdcolor used or poss~g reserved for use in an error correction scheme for en-
idealised tapered chrnfiebodeC.VI. I which performs the required projection op-
eration by integrating or fusing the Loase in the vertical direction Into a Line image while

moeeving detail horizontally furnishing thus the proection f Wx at its sharp edge. The
comples oat-r of f Wx is presertved in a two color display atpthis end. Image rotation is
achieved by rotLti the dowe priem in the projection and imag rotating segment which more-
ly acfts as a rotati" image oupler. The C.F.S. 2 and C.V.S. 3 spread fv(x) vertically in
the y direction while preserving detail in the horizontal x direction. note that this does
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Thus we need to multiply the complex function f Cx W - friZ*x) + if 9Cx) (where the real part
Is 84Y Oded in red and the Inaginary part in green) by coo m*,x and sin oxx and integrate
the matiplication results with respect to x all this while preserving color discrimination.
In pratie this can be accomplished by placing at the input faces Of C.P.B. 4 a cosine mask
and at the Input; Lace Of C.1.I. 5 a aim mask. The cosine and sine maks are neutral den-
sity traegreacies that influence both colors equally. in practice the transmittance of
the sis/oene maks Which are compter generated is positive real given by (1 m cox ~x)

resectvel, smilrlybecusethe functions fpw Wx and f IC:) are to be represented as
* sptial~temhtyvarition ofincoherent light, one say with "ed light the other with

* gren hsstem etbeadeto handle negative values. Therefore in practice equation
(10) assme the form,

Y(01:10) f* +(bt  f r(,,)J *j(h 9 + f p (z)])(l cosuzz) du

* (jtht + f r (X) J + f. (~x)i 1) (1* sins,2 ) dx Cl1)

fIh ClV (1 osuxx) -bg C+ simwx) I dx + jt~bgCl + cosmex)

" hr Ul siam::)) dx. + f ( - f. Cx) Idx + i jIf pr W)+ f. (x)) dx

" t(f CPx g W f g( W1 aos x dx Ri fj r~x W f g (s)] sine, x dxt (12)
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whe b and bg are constant bias terms that enable us to represent the bipolar functions
f ad pg by positive real red and green light intensities respectively. In eq. (12) the
f~st and second integrals represent constant d.c. bias terms appearing in the output of the
Proo or. This d.c. bias which has the effect of reducing contrast can eventually be re-
moved by electronic filtering. The third and fourth integrals represent a signal dependent
dgmama 64a term. The fifth and sixth integrals are those of eq. (10) which represent the
desired Fourir transform output. While electronic filtering of the d.c. bias term is a
steigkht forward matter, it in not easy to remove the dynamic bias term because of its sig-
ael dependent nature. The presence of this terz is undesirable since it behaves as noLse
signal that limits the dynamic range of the processor. A method for eliminating this bias
tem Li be described below. The location of the two transparencies or masks together with
the direction of the x and ex axis are shown in Fig. 4. Note that because of their neutral
density (black and white) nature the scraeens will spatially modulate the two colors of fp(x)
equally. That is the real and imaginary parts of fp(a) are each multiplied by the required
maie and sine kernels in accordance to eq. (10). The function of the idealized C.F.B. 4
and 5 is to perform the required integration in the z direction called for in eq. (10) after
the mltiplications in the integrand. The output data at the sharp vertical edge of C.F.S.
4 will therefore consist of two colors with the data in the two colors corresponding to the
real and Imaginary parts of the cosine transform of f (x). Similarly the vertical distribu-
tion of the two colors appearing at the sharp edge oNC.P.. S will correspond to the real
and Imaginary parts of the sine transform of f 3 (x). Suitable color selective detection of
the outputs of C.P.B. 4 and C.F.B. 5 for example with a color T.V. camera or by imaging the
outputs on 4 self-scanned line detector arrays through a dispersive prism would yield four
electronic signals representing the terms in eq. (11). These can be combined appropriately
to obtain separately the real part and the imaginary of F(wxo) and the process repeated as

* the image is rotated in steps. A high precision absolute angle encoder coupled to the ro-
tating priim is used to provide signals that can be employed in displaying the transform
line at the correct angle nAO relative to the wx axis on a CRT display providing thus
F C(m, ) in successive central slices. Because of the high brightness of present day color
displalo, the flexibility of digital video proemssors that can be used to address them, the
minimzation of diffraction effects that give rise to cross-talk through the use of fiber
optics technology and the high bandwidth of self-scanne detector arrays and their tim
integrating features we expect this 2-0 optical O.F.T. approach to yield high throughutsa.I
example a conventional color CRT such as the S itSl provides 80 x 800 color pixels.
This mon that at the customary frame crat of 30/see we can introduce 000 x 600 x 30 -
1.92 101 complex data points/sec in the processor. The actual time required to perfor a
2-0 complex D.P.?. on the 600 z 600 complex data points would be determined by the rotation
rate of the image which equals twice the rotation rate of the dove prim (a well known pro-
perty of the dove prism).

Several image rotating techniques can be used. These include: digital, electron-optical,
and oto-echical. Although digital and electron-optical. sche mes are inertialesss and
therefore ca offor high image rotation rates, a somewhat slower opta-machanical scheme was
found adequate for the present study and was therefore adopted because of its simplicity
and much lower cost. Th scheme is based on the well known image rotating property of the
dove prism. A dove prism inage rotator was therefore designed and constructed. Two pic-tonal, views of the completed dove prism image rotator are shown in Fig. S. Zn this design

Fig. S. Two pictorial viem of dove prism image rotator and stepper motor drive.

the dove prim (a Rolyn model 43.030 of dimensions 30ixm30xmx30mm) is mounted within the
inner cylinder of a high precision ball bearing. The center cylinder of the bearing is ro-
tated with respect to the outer part which is hold stationary. Rotation was achieved with
the aid of precision 1sl belt drive powered by a. computer controlled stepper motor capable
of performing up to 20,000 half steps of .90 each per second. Means are furnished for
centering and a al alignment of the dove prism within the inner cylinder of the ball bear-
ing with the aid of adlustable screws. An example of the image rotating capability of the

Discrete ou ert transform
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image rotator is shown in the top part of Fig. 7. Three rotated images of a test, object
shown in Pig. 6, are presented. These correspond to dove prism rotation angles of 00, 45
and 90* respectively (recall that a dove prism rotation of 00 results in an ima, rotation
of 2tO).

, ..-,

ig. 6. Test object Fig. 7. Three rotted images of test object
(top) and their vertically smeared
versions (bottom).

Vertical image integration and spreading were to be carried out as originally proposed
in Fig. 4 with the aid of tapered coherent fiber bundles CrBl, C1B2 and C133. It is clear
that specialized and costly techniques are required in the manufacture of such idealized
coherent fiber bundles vith the required property. In practice a simple anamorphic optical
system shown in Fig. 8, can be used to perform the function of the coherent fiber bundles =

CP 1,2 and 3. The arrangement shown in Fg. 8 makes use of a single cylindrical lens to
vertically smear the image £ of any object scene 0. This smearing operation replaces the
required vertical integration (spatial projection) and vertical spreading operations at the
same time. obviously this approach is more realistic and much less costly than the one

~~OGTB¢TOR .'
• ~~ o " iTIS .

- ..- .. . .-, . ,
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fig. S. Anamorphic optical system for Fig. 9. Detail of transmission pattern on
vertical image smearing, sine/cosine screen capable of elimi-

nating dynamic bias problem.

calling for coherent fiber bundles and is therefore more attractive. In the scheme shown,
spherical lens L images the object scene 0 onto the image plane with a magnification
am - 2/$1 - h'/h. The object scene 0 in rig. I represents the rotated image furnished by
the dove prim image rotator and its imaging optics (see rig. 4). The cylindrical lens L2
is added to mear the image vertically. The height h' of the vertically smeared image de-
pends on the values of Sl S2, S3 and the focal lengths rl and r2 and on the height h of
the original sene. The lower part of rig. 7 is a pictorial record of the vertically
smoared versions of the three rotated images shown in the upper part of the figure. These
were obtained with the arrangement of Fig. 8 with the following parameter values: Sl - 40
CO, 12 0 14.5 m, 13 S cm , l 10.5 cu P2 - 4.1 cm, and h a 5.5 cm. Excellent unifor-
mity of the moared image in tem vertical direction is achieved. In the scheme of Fig. 4 a
vertically meared image similar to those shown in Fig. 7 would be projected onto the sine/
cosine mask to perform the multiplication required in the integrands of eq. (10). In this
fashion the vertical projection (integration) and spreading of the image rotated by the
dove prim in fig. 4 are accomplished simultaneously by the anamorphic optical system of
Fig. 8 resulting in great simplification of the input portion of rig. 4.
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Gneration of the required saine and cosine masks was achieved with the aid of a DOC

Modular Zaamatatlon Computer (NC) 11/2 and a high resolution Tektronix model GOGA CRT
display. A novel sshem was employed in the generation of the nine and cosine ask patterns
which ban the ignAficant po for eliminating the dnaamc b.A p4obtm known to be a

*M i tiLfIt . the operation of incoherent Touriet transform schmes (381,1391. This
app~h to e a of the dynamic bias problem takes advantage of the vertical uni-
Enmity of the inaed Image projected on the sine/cosine mask to synthesize the equivalent
of a. netive tra sL ttance with incoherent light. The scheme is opto-electronio in nature
since it Invelvee diffaeential readout of the linear photodeteator output shown in Fig. 4
In order, to synthesise the negative transmittance. The dIsau a bL p&cba stem directly
frn the fat that, aside fro its spectral content, incoherent light can be represented by
Its Intemeity only which is poeitive real. Similarly the transmittance of any photographic
trns~peremey (such as the sle/cosiAne mask in our scheme) in Incoherent light i also
positi real. Therefore to represent a bipolar function that can assm negative values
bias tein mast be added as discussed earlier. The addition of these bias terms in the
teee above has been shown (see eq. (12)) to lead in the transform (,,O) to a d.c
tesm, whAck can easily be filtred out in an electronic readout scheme, plus an undesirable
signal dependent, dynamic bias tor, which can not be excluded from the output without te-
sort to complicated adaptive filtering. The presence of this undesirable signal dependent
team an be considered as noise and will therefore limit the dynamic range of any incoher-
eat optical processor. It's elimination would increase dynamic range and enhance perfor-
manee. Our method for the elimination of the dynamic bias term is represented in Fig. 9
which shows the cosinsoidal transmittance of a portion of the saine or cosine masks at two
adjacent freuencas of and wxn1 . The black areas represent opaque portions. As the ver-
tically smared vorsin of the rotated image in Fig. I is caused to impinge on such a
screes the transmittance at each value of x will be proportAonal to the height of the co-
sinusoidal aperture at that value of x. By focusing the light emerging from the positive
half cales and the negative half cycles of each spatial frequency (as depicted sym-
bolically in rig. 9 by the dashed Lines) oan adjacent photosites of I self scanned linear
detector array (or arrays) reading the output F(W.x ) of the processor and subtracting the
output of the detectors at these sites we essentially make the transmAittances of the upper
and lower half cycles of each spatial frequency of opposite sign realizing thereby a bi-
pol transmittance in Incoherent Light opto-electronically. It is indeed fortunate that
my inear self scanned detector arrays marketed today (e.g. RetLcon' s and Fairchild's)
leand themselves for use In this schme because normally the even numbered photosites are
read-out with one shift register while the odd numbered photosates by another. By substrac-
ting the outputs of the t ho hift registers, instead of adding them as done in normal use,
the above output readout scheme can be realized immediately.

Figure 10 Is an eample of a sAine/cosine mak that makes use of the above encoding con-
ept. i Ts particular m was produced on our high resolution computer display for use

4 with a 256 element detector array. The sine and cosine portions of the mask each contain
spatial frequencies extending from -34 to +34. gach frequency requires the use of two
detector photosites for dynsmie bias suppression.

........................................ ...... ....................................... ...... ......

Fig. 10. Compt geaerated sine/ fig. 11. pictorial view of Lcobereat
cosine mask. fourisr transformer. From left:

object scene, dove prism image ro-
tator, Imaging lens, cylindrical
lae for vertical image smearing
and sine/coste screen, followed
by output part consisting of ana-
morphic spherical/cylindrical
lens system.

The proceeding discussion suggests a modified version of the scheme of Fig. 4 for imple-
meting the spatially incoherent Fourier transform. This modified version is shown in
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719. 12 and in the pictorial view of Fig. 11. The output portion of the m8fied arrange-
seat comprised of components downstream from the sine/cosine mask, makes use of a second
anmophi optical s tm consisting of a spherical lens L3/ylindrica.1 lens L4 combination, -

asteAd of the coherent fiber plugs C134 and CPUS in the original configuration of Fig. 4,
to hI- Clotally Integrate light emerging from the positive and negative half cycles of each
spatial frequency component in the masks onto pairs of adjacent photosites in the output11114 scanning detector arrays DG and DR. The dispersive prism (or alternatively a dichroic
been spltter) is ned to separate the two colorA (red and green) onto the self scanning
detecto arways. In th1s anamorphic output segment of the processor, spherical lens L3mges he output of the slne/cosine maek an the plane of the output detectors while the
addiLto of the cylindrical lens Vor in the horizontal direction only focuses the Image
detail horizontally over a width equal to the width of the detector. Selection of lenses
Ll ad L3 and the various spacing between components can be made by referring to the ana-Merphic system representation of fig. 13. figure 13 also suggests that detector arrays with
the largest available width w' are desirable since a large w' relaxes both the focusing re-
qui mat from the horizontally integrating lens and the horizontal demanification of thesystem. The widest comercially available w' is that of Reticon S-series (Spectroscopic)
self samaing detectors with wl2.5mm. This family of detectors also has separate odd/even
sit register output capability permitting dynamic bias elimination and have a vide band-
width and dynamic range which oakes them ideal for this application.

|la

L3

Fig. 12. Incoherent fourier transform scheme em- Fig. 13. Anamorphic optical systemployinq spatial domain projections and for use in the output
color diversity to perform complex part of rig. 12.
transform.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Optical computing is inherently suited for processing of oan dimensional or two dimen-
sional signals. Optical processing of multi-dimensional signals becomes possible through
the applicaton of projection theorems. This paper demonstrates the utility of the pro-
jeaction-slice heorem steming from the mlti-dimensional Fourier transform in optical
computing particularly In 3-0 tomographic Image reconstruction and display.

To hybrid (opto-digital) processing schemes for true 3-D Image reconstruction and dis-
play were described. D0th schemes employ pace-time multiplexing to display 3-0 Images
tomoraphically i parallel slices. The space-time multiplex feature also allows consider-
able relaxation the resolution capability of the recording device (photographic film for
Instance) used to store the projection hologram as compared to conventional holographic 3-0

Zn the one scheme employing coherent optical processing, a 3-0 volumetric display, few
cenIm ers Cube in Sift, LS demntrated. Unaided viewing of the 3-D image is possible
by several observers simultaneously. The fidelity of the retrieved 3-0 image is found to
be quite good despite the slight curvature of the oscillating projection surface. Zt is
worth not tha the disc film format of the newly introduced Kodak Disc 4000 camera with

% .t: c .
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is15 circularly distributed ztposure cites is perfectly suited for use an the hologram
bag Wheel in this scheme. Replacement of the photographic storage used in this scheme
a fat recyclable spatia light modulator (SM) would allow its u- with a computer dis-

Milo pmecten hlogamsdirectly to reali2e overall real-time operation.
seselsebm empl n Incoherent light has the advantage of being able to accept a

eeler Cror cmptergrpiViedipaasteiptfra iet.Itefomthv required 2-0 Fouier transform of a projection hologram displayed by the computer as asot"ofem dmeg~mlichrntoi -letoi Foier irecytforms thruhteu e 

ZOW~~as offour self scanning detector array* of 1L024 elements each at SHE: clock
rat Inthi aceewould pecmIt carrying out a complete 2-0 omplex Fourier transform of
140 dt" nse achcontanng 412 frequency points In about 10 msec. This indicates a

ahro hpu of 6.2104 operations per gec which is about two order of magnitudes faster
than a dital wy processor. The required dove prim rotation rate then is 6000 RPM.
The rttopeidof the prim and the persistance of the color CRT display must however

gsowtfbeteenserial and parallel processing in the scheme of Fig. 12 is possible.
Thi ambe chtvedby usin a processors of the type shown in Fig. 12 to view the CRT

"Oplay(cc oject e) In parattel simultaneously with each processor handling a differ-
ent set of the 1t0o*^$ radial times of the fourier transform F(wx.4ay). This would have the
"Ve afdvantage the proesing time by a factor N.

TO date characterization of the various parts of the scheme such as the image rotation
subsstem, the Integration and image spreading subsystem, and the sine/cosine maks has been

complted. Rvaluation of the output segment is underway. overall performance evaluation is
expected La the near future.
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Aqoendix 1

The projection-slice theorem

Let y() and l (F) be a Fourier transform pair representing a 3-D object function and its
3-0 Fourier transform respectively* i.e.,

rqi) - I YM~ e-JF*r dF (A-1)

whore v defines the object extent and

Y(M u 3 F eJl;*7df (A-2)
(20)

where vorking in cartesian coordinates F - x .+ yt y + a r z and FPx x + py ry + Pz 1z
are position vectors in object space and Fourier space respectively with dr and dp being
differential elements in F-space and i-space.

The projection of r(p) on a given plane, for example the px - Py plane, is

pr°j" (Px.Py) I r r(Px.Py Pz.) dp2  (A-3)

Substituting (A-l) in (A-3), we obtain

-j (p x + pyy + p X)
Fproj. (p~p) - It y (x.y,z):ie dp2 ) dx dy dz (A-4)

if the extent of r (F) is sufficiently large the integration of the exponential a with
respect to Pz yields approximately a delta function 4(z) leading to,

r (p IffY(XOYZ~d~) "-J~ (PX + P y) dx dy dz

,!y(x,y)d • "  j(p z py ' Y)Fprof* ~x py) x d d

I Y(Xfy) 0j (PiX - pyy) dx dy. (A-5)

my

where y(xy) is a central slice through the object y(F) parallel to the px " Py plane.
it follov from eq. (A-S) by the inverse transform that

y(xy) r (p pp) j(pX X p) (A-6)
(2w) 2 Px Py proj. " y )y

which is one form of the required theorem. Accordingly, the projection of the 3-0 transform
data on a given plane is the Fourier transform of a central or meridional slice throuqh the

* *1p*%'"-..:-.":. .- "** -- " -
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ablee oiented parallel to the particular projection plane.
FeiCr traafom etin "" between parallel projections and parallel sl.es can be

ebtatoe by inVWkin the cmept of O.Lktad 4CjA Oea. For example lot rp . (p.
bethe weighted projection of r(F) defined as,

-1 o (*.y) r r(payrpp) ea - -p (A-7)

wheres a La a ceal weighting parameter. Substituting for r from eq. (A-4) yields,

) I I I Y(x'yu) a pd9Ps) 4  dy 42 dps (A-)
proj.~x' p2  my. (A

Carrying out the integration with respect to ft first while assuming the extent of r ci)
.in the ps direction is sufficiently largo, the integral with respect to Pz my be approxi-
mated by I (sa). aquatic. (A-8) can then be reduced to,

proj (p1 ,p7  * I U(xfy,a - We-jp x + ply), da (A-9)

which says that r! (Pxpy) and Y(x,y,z n a) are two dimensional Fourier transform pair..
The weighted Fourier domain projection theorem follows from the inverse transform

- a) - y. f r:,., (px,py)e(Px + P9) dpx dp

AccogzdLgly parallel slices of the object can be reconstructed from the weighted proj ec-
tics 5roj. (px~py) computed for different values of the weighting parameter a.*

Decaus of the symtrical nature of the Fourier transform the above treatment can be
repeated by starting with projections in object space rather than projections in Fourier
space to show that projecticfs of YME an& slices of r (F) form Fourier pairs.

Finally it is worth notin that 2-0 projections in Fourier space can be regarded as pro-
posed in (141 ad [211 as. p4e eea keeg4u6.
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TOMOGEAFRIC AMD PROJECTIVE RCONST3JJCTION OF 3-D IMAGE DETAIL IN INVERSE SCATTERING

N N.H. Farhat, T.H. Chu and C.L. Werner
Electro-Optics and Microwave Optics Laboratory

University of Pennsylvania
The Moore School of Electrical Engineering

Philadelphia, PA 19104

Abtrctquits large. Obviously ApeA*UU~ tkiiutix by re-A procedure for accessing the 3-Dl Fourier space ducing the number of elements can be employed to
of a conducting or madispersively scattering ob- cut cost. * owever a systematic study of ordered
ject by angular (aspect) and spectral diversity is and random aperture thinning (11, (21 indicates
described. Cost-effective data acquisition In the rapid deterioration In resolution and Image quality

*microwave regime Is achieved by substituting spec- with degree of thinning. The effect of aperture
*tral degrees of freedom for the mere costly angular thinning Is best described by its influence on the

degrees of freedom set by the numnber of observation shape and side-lobe level of the Impulse response
points defining the imaging aperture. A novel or point spread function of the aperture (2]. it
*t*e dwtived4eitc wAea (TDR) technique is utiL- is generally true that-.even with an acceptable do-
lised to generate a synthetic phas. reference gree of thinning, where the deterioration of Image
signal swating from a Point OnL the target achiev- quality is still tolerable, the cost of longwave
lain thereby a 34P £meu " Foru#JAA I-Poam re- apertures remains generally high. To overcome this
cording arrangemnt that has am practical ad- c straint we have proposed to use a target derived
vantages. Application of the ptojeetion-Atirme reference (31-(GJ and demonstrated the utility
tkeeeau, derivable from the mnultidimensional of wavelength diversity 131.1 41 as a means of
Fourier transform, to the accessed Fourier space aking a highly thinned (sparse) aperture collect
volume is show to allow the retrieval of 3-0 Image mere information about a scattering conducting or
detail. This can be achieved either tonogra- nondispersive object thus Imparting to the aper-
phically In slices .(or cross-sectional outlines) or* ture a resolution capability better than would be
as shomn here In the form of a projection Img of possible monochromatically at the shortest opera-
the object scattering fuinction. Examples of micro- tional wavelength csas. The effect of wavelength
we data acquisition, data normlization for an diversity can be explained in terms of spectral
mdesirable range dependent phase term via the TDR aperture synthesis or as trade-off between costly

method, and Impg reconstruction are presented for spatial degrees of freedom associated with the
a complex c outing test object. The results number of elements adthe Ies" costly spectral
shiwn herald a am generation of high resolution degrees of freedom associated with wavelength di-
3-0l imaging radars and can be applied In ED (non- varsity. Specifically one can shom from Inverse
destructive evaluation), biomedical Imaging, and scattering theory (31-181 that coherent multi-
reacts sensing applicatiems. aspect weotatic or bistatic measurements of the

far field scattered by a plane myv illuminated
soadispersive object, as a function of frequeng
can be used to acess the 3-0l Fourier spae r6J)

kI~EUEof the object scattering function Y(r). r and p
The mplmenatin o hih rsoltio loswee bbe 3-0 position vectors In object space an

hcrwe mplementatic)o haveh rsoltteing lorsa Fourier spaes respectively. The scattering fune-
(micoune ad acustc) nvese sattrin ortion represents the 3-0l geometrical dietribution

hologrpol imaging system Involves the acquisi- an strenth of these object scattering centers
tiom of the object satted field over extended that contribute to the measured field. Normaiza-
recording apertares that subtend sufficiently larg ties of the mesured field for range-phse,
solld angles at the object. Uease of the die- cutr n ~o rqec epnelasl
veon of te sclate fieldsribution samere practice to accessing a finite volun 1aCG) of the

m U o th sattre e" drecrded n over Fourier spac r(r). It is possible then as shownthe recording aperture cnbreod.Sapig by computer simlation In references (31 and (4)enideratians ordinarily require dese samling to retrieve a digacio sod moiat Unmited version
to avoid retrieved Impg degradation through do- yd(V) of the object scattering function y(Y) by
teoration of the Impuls response and alias. 3-fl Fourier Inversion.
Soheast of Implementing sncb densely samled
apertures is at present quite prohibitive becoms In this paper we present first a brief review
of the larg and= and high cost of the coherent of the principle of 3-fl Imaging by wavelength di-
e"er required to form the aperture specially veasty. This is follownd by a description of the

for reote seattering objects when the extent of procedure used to access the 3-Dl Fourier space of
the aperture required to yield high resolution is a mlirowave scattering object employing an expet-

maUo.4/6s/000o/0082$l. 00 0 1IW3 IM8



Wmtal mdcrowave Imaging facility (9]. Description where 'r is now a 3-D position vector in Image space.
of the projection Imaging of the 3-D scattering
center distribution of a complex scattering object, 4-Representing next the conjugate variables rand
a 100:1 metalized scale model of a 3-320, Is then pby their cartesian components and computing the
given. Finally the role of polarization diversity projection of y(r) on the z-y plane we obtain,
to further enhance Image quality is briefly dis- a
cussed an Implications of the results In radar . fy.zyX) dz - J. dximagi- ngsd other remote sensing; applications are proj~xy __J(

2ITheoretcal CoasdatSiona 1,70 r(Pp *p 'p (x'pyxdp dp dp
zy~ z y z

It is sufficient for the purpose of this die-
cussien to us a simplified scalar formulation In n, rC, 'p o~-(x+Pyd (4)which polarization effects are Igored. Then the far -AS x y x Py
fiel scattered by the object (under the physical
optics and Sora jproximations) In the direction of which shows that -is projection y roj (x,y) of the
the volt vector due to Plane waVe ILIUlmi Ion scattering function on the X-7 p=n and a central
Iscident Is the direction of the =nIt vector Yi can slice r(pgxpy,o) though irp), that Is parallel to
be mopressed an, 131-[619 the projection plane are a Fourier transform pair.

_P DPecause the Fourier transform conserves rotation,
* ~ eJ" p. r; Ie. rotation of the object function results in

USpR) - 2 (I) rIdedrical rtation of the Fourier transform, the
result Inj eq. (4)*,can be generalized to show that

f.where yt() is taken here to represent the object projections of y(r) in any given direction, other
scattering functiou, which for conducting bodies than the x direction chosen above, Is the 2-0 in-
of Interest In this paper departs from zero only verse Fourier transform of a central slice through
an the I'leninated surface of the body, I is a 3-0 r(;) oriented normal to direction of projection.
position vector of an object point ameasured roea- This P40j9C&0oa-6Lie *htOAMt was discussed by
tive So a conorigin In the object or Its vicin- Radon In 1917 (101 and has since been applied to
ity. ~*kt-l is a 3-0, Position vector in radio astronomy (111, crystallography and electron
Founier apace. dr Ise the differential element of microscopy (121, X-ray and radlo-emissive tono-
Integration, R is the distance between an observe- graphY [131.* and to microwave imaging and radar
tien point and the comao origin and A represents target shape recognition (31 ,[41,[14],[151 and is
the strength of the Incident illumi-ution. The applied below in the first demonstration of pro-
integral in eq. (1) shows that far field =masre- jection imaging of scattering centers on a target
inets carried out for a sufficient range Of values from actual microwave scattering data in the (6-17)
of T that are realised by varying Ti and/or asiow
(singular diversity) and by varying k (frequency or Osrne
wvelength diversity) permits accessing a finite Data AccuIsition and Image Reconstruction

region of the 3-0 Fourier space
* ** ?he test object, a instalized 100:1 scale model

rc;)- I Jpr 4 ; 211s jkR of a 5-52 aircraft with 79 cm wing span end 68 cm
*-' -j AW a Y(;,R). (2) long fuselage, was mounted on a computer controlled

elevation-@ver-asimth positioner situated in anrc;) can be regarded as a 3-0 FouAI VismAn amechoic chmer environment. Automated measure-
4,;. AeOVeAn of the object scattering function. The meet of the scattered field over any band In the

sise and sape of the accessed region of ;-spaco (6-16) M frequency range Is provided by a co-
deend en the values ef use vwIn the measurmt. barest micrmve" measurement system consisting of
Equation (2) show that deuivatien of r() from the a mcrowav eweee and a coherent receiver an
measured fiewld Y,1 requires IMNWleig of the show In Fig. 1.
raspe It from a reference point en the object to
each observation point in order to carry out the
requird ,--*-eh*** normalization. Sqain(2)

0. @hm furthertbat a diffraction ad noise limited
1version of y(r) can be rtr ve by 3-0l Fourier

*Inversion of the aveilabler) titoclewrthat QMiMe 160~.
the function rG an in practice be determined
over only a finite n~rof points defining the
accessed volume of *-speo. We assume here without

* further elaboration that the J-8pac. samping in-
terra obeys the Uyquis: criterion In order to
mvei.* &IAISIs the Image reconstruction. tn-

verlem ofeq.(2) yields.

Figure 1. Recording Arrangement



It In important to note that the p-apace shown In Fig. 4 (a). The time required to obtain
accessed by rotating the object relative to a the slice data is of the order of 20 minutes. This
fLed TIR is identical to that accessed by spheri- includes measurement time and data correction time.
cal scannin the TIE about the fixed object over
the s range Of "aspct angles. The measure-
most system of Fig. 1 is specifically configured to s
provide moxIim versatility in the study of broad-
bnd micbowave i-ming, holography. and inverse
scattering and In the evaluation of innovative
radar imaging concepts (93. Plane wave lmina-
tins of the object at an irradiance level of about
10 dr/cm2 is produced. Circularly Polarized trans-
mitting and receiving atennas are utilized and the
amlitude and phase of the scattered field at the
receiving astm R is measured with the aid of a *

microwave network analyser acting as a coherent ?

receiver. note the measurement configuration in
ig. I in nearly smnetatice except for a alight
spacing between the TIK atemass for the insertion(a
of a mcrmve absorbing panel (met ahown) intend- .
ad to minimise direct leakage between antamsa. in
the arrmoet sheam a - 20* and 16 a 7m. The on-
tire measurement sequence consisting of angular
positioning of the object In asath and elevation
In Increments of .7% Incremental frequency step-
ping over the (0-17) Ga in selectable frequency
step.* digitizatio nd~ storage of the amplitude
mad phse reediago of the coherent receiver ina .3

* carried out under control of a DEC Modular loetre-
intatie Cemuter. a NC 11/;, uhi also perform
the data reductlemn ad display and all necessary h
Impg computations. The specified accuracy of em-
plitude an phase measured by the coherent receiver
are +1.20 and 44 degrms respectively. SettabLIfty - ~ a
In frequency tuang in possible to en accuracy of a*
better tha 1 A through precalbration with a
microwve counter and Least squares fit of a quad-
ratic function to the amaured frequemcy versus
voltage transfer function of the ep oscillatorTil
performed by the computer. Fequency Lncremeting
bySf - c/2LwhereL is achracteristic @Useof h
the scattering object is chose to satisfy the My-
quiet sampling criterion an avoid allosing In the Figure 2. Imagisg arrangements equivalent to that
retrieved Imag. Assuming L - 79 ca for the 3-S2 a of fig. 1. (a) Target synthesized aper-

4 Of - 00.6 =a was used requiring accordingly 120 ture or Inverse Synthetic Aperture ladar
frequency step to cover the (6.1-17.1) =a range arrngemet. (b) Imaging radar network
employed In obtaining the data used below. A as- arageet.
sle Fourier space Slice of finite extent am oh-

Ntained for a fined object elevation angle of B a 300 in pretinkthe measurement system of ng. Icoo
while the aimth angle If was altered between -45V met measure Y(p,3) ef eq. (1) directly. Rustead the
to 445e relative to broadside orientatiof thdo soasurme in distorted by unesirable ef fects of
medal (when the fuselage is perpendicular to tboe qxlutter admesemamat sysea respes. Clutter in
Lim bisecting the angle a In Fig. 1) In steps of en additive sipa" compenent eaused by refleetios
.70 for & total of 128 angular looks. Thi errenge- from the miacrinve Absorber poneling eavering the
meet ws Iohooes to simulate the I-spece date that chamer wells, floor ma ceiling ad from my other
would be collected In the Imaging geoetries of a present Item such as the object sme aend position-
passing aireraft depicted Is 11S. 2. For the value ar. Atlsicluded In clutter in any direct sigeal
of a - 200. I ua d w h reaomg" gesmatry the yen- leakage from the tranmtting to recoiving arms of
tar -kdi-a) 2k a"s!Ip extends from Pu the measurement system Ws, for emle, through an-

a503.25 "a oP a-' 2c--- - M"3tema coupling. Systma response represents the
* 2klooa1 'd2 10. combined multiplicative effect of the frequency ro-

Und/n In the direction of !p saong the bisecper Of spons of all measurement systas components such as
the angle a In WIS. 1. In thi fashion the p-space antennas, cables, amplifiqrs, etc. which can modify
in aseessed In.&a polar format consisting of 1US the imeasured value" of Y (W,l. Error free determi-
radi"l Imes eseb erapdigto ON value of * nation of rch requires, therefore, metonly the
Geaein am amoer apsof 901 with eah line conp- pse-rme mormlization Indicated Ia eq. (2),* bet
taeiIn 20date poats for a total of 10,304 also requires correction of the measured scattered,
pies date points. A computer display of si) fldw foir clutter ad system resonse. The most

I tho asessed alias obtained In this fahoni signif icnt advantage of computer controlled anto-
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*, mated microwave measurements, in addition to speed and stored in computer memory. Then the reference
of data 4equIsitin, i that such corrections can cylinder Is positioned as described above and the
be carried out readlly by the computer using algo- response (of eq. (7)) is measured and stored. The
with= that lad to the determiation of r(o) with computer is then used to subtract C(p) from the pre-
an accuracy unattainable otherwise. One data cor- viously measured and stored object frequency re-
rectlon procedure developed in our work end found spogue of eq. (5) and from the stored reference re-

. to be quite effective enables the correction of the spouse of eq. (7) Co finally obtain the required
measured scattered field for both renge-phase and object response from,

*iii systm response simaltaneously. The procedure uses F( ) - ( (p) -C(p)]l[Yr(p) - C(p)] (8)
the frequency response of a reference target of -

bnM liar phase dependence on frequency and of
constant amplitude response. Uoth the conducting The preceeding procedure has been tested in our
sphere nd conducting cylinder satisfy this re- studies and found to provide good results. However,
qureamt over a wide range of bistatic scattering it is frequently not practical or possible to lo-
anales I their physical optics scattering regias cate the reference target in place of the scatter-
lhere kaSl, a being the radius [161. For both cases. ing object in order to effect data correction for
the frequency dependence of the phase of the co- range-phase and system response simultaneously as
polarised scattered field received at i relative to described above. This is particularly true when
the phas of the tranLttd signal at T can be the object Is remote as in actual radar imaging
represented by sap -jk( (T4t1) - 2acoea/21 where IT situations. A procedure different than that indi-
ad iR ae the distances between the phase centers cated by eq. (8) is then needed. Therefore a more
of the transmitting and receiving mtca rTepee- practical method in which the system response and

* tIvely and the center of the reference sphere or the range-phase are determined separately was de-
axls of the reference cylinder when either is used , vised and applied in obtaining the imaging results
I& place of the object in Fig. 1 (161. The correc- presented in this paper. The method is novel in
tics data for the results presented below war* pro- that It synthesizes a phase-reference on the target
daced using a conducting cylinder as the reference realizing thereby all the advantages of a TDRt[31-
target. The cylinder used ws of diameter 2a - 7.5 (6]. It Is based on utilizing the available sa-
Sm>) and length A a ln>>X. A quantitative descrip- sured multi spect frequency response data of the
tien of the procedure is glven next. Let, scattering object to determine the total path

b -Jk(344) length (&T41 ) between the phase centers of theTawO° - kA* r~w) :(p) (S) tramitting and receiving antoum to a slected

phase reference point on the object. Clutter is
be the scattered field measured by the system of msasured exactly as before, however the reference
FIg. 1. Here A is a complex constant and R(p) and target s utilised now only to determine the sys-
C(p) represent the multiplicative complex frequency tam response H(p). The path-length information for
response of the systm and the additive clutter re- each "look" or viewing angle (aspect) of the object
spectively. Iote that a and C arM functions of is obtained by Fourier Inversion of the already
frequency &ls though p - 2we i and when polarl- available frequency response data after correcting
satin effects am taken Irto account that C(p) Is It for clutter and system response. This providesas effecto dtakndent. t ourthermore C(p) in the Impulse response of the object for each view-

eq. (7) costalu Implicitly the effect of the - ng angle as a function of a spatial variable F.

test response 2(p) on the clutter musamremt. The proprotional to ct, c and t being the velocity ofol LarizdL sattered field for a vertica&ly orin- light and time respectively. Because pla wave
tedpoleatlns tterfne cyldr wa veti l ioin- Illumination is utilized, the resulting "spatial"
tede in ig . 1 with the asindtral a xis of tton impulse response represents eso .Er ally the gao-
a idespendent of ap t nmd is given therefore by, metrical projection of the visible scattering can-

ter of the object, weighted properly bZ their
-jk( t) h2acf scattering strengths, on a line In the ip direction.

-(p) * hs • 2 11(p)$C(p). (6) Vith the inpulse response information in hand, the
location of the 4CAU s cextW id of the object

I the reference cylinder Is positioned with Its on the C axis is determined for each viewing angle
is displaced by an mout a In range from the ad then used to estimate the range information

axie of simathal rotation of the pedestal, the (1T04 as will be described below. The accuracy
me ed field of eq. (6) becomes, of this method for determining range information is

, .jk~lTm  ) well bown and is given by g/2Af,Af being the width
', - us -jk( T'") =t(p4Ct.). (p) of the spectral window utilised in data acquisition
-r --- ,'" (201. Th* last step in data correction, memly the

with the first term on the right eand side repr - range-phase neorslisation, cam now be carried out
to yield the desired r(j). This last operation is

seating specular reflection at the leading edge of in effect equivalent to an aligment Or coalescing
te cylinder which sts a a line scatterer pooi- of the positions of the scattering centroide for

*timed on the ai of azimuthal rotation. The co- the various viewing angles Into a single phase
* polarized scattered field of the displaced refer- reference point on the object that represents a

ace cylinder is seem to contain the required data synthetic TDI .
*Correction terms the reage-phave term, the system

response term and the clutter ter. To effect Mhis often coincides with the location of a doml-
duea correction the clutter tem C(p) is first sent peak in the Impulse response when ther is a
measured by do system without any target In plae dominant scattering center on the object.

.. .
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To pu h bv eak naqatttv responding (wrH4RJ whichn f ilulJy e used In eq.

basis we write from eq. (6). (14) to obtain r(p).
1 ^ An example Of thee0- 30* slice of r(p) of the

1(p * e TCosM12 -*)PIT (P) - C(p)]. (9) 5-52 test object extracted from the measured dataM r by the above procedure in shown in Fig. 4(a).
All quantities on the right aide of this equation

* are known (from clutter data and inasureamts with
the reference cylinder) with the exception Of (RT4
Wm which w determine by Fourier Inversion of the

known quantity,

G(P LrH:r()Cz:) Yci(!Mi2 a) (p) (10)

S(m *- I Q(P)Ojp - h(-)()

w-hor h() Is the Fourier Inverse of 1(9)1, and (a) IN

cc M (3hi)/2cos -a (12)
By taking Cc to equal the ceutroid of g (see Fig.
3) which is deined as,

ad equating eqs. (12) and (13) we can determine
the range Information (Rr'4u) which can then be
substituted In e.(9) to yield the system re-

(c) W1)

aFigure 4. Results of projection Imaging of 5-52.
Ca) Slice of 3-fl Fourier spae of oh-
ject. Wb Sam slice in rectangular for-
et mage shoin"byIngcaterpoaisi cPo
jetio obtae b inraterion cro
scattering centers Identifiable In the

4 ~This repreststhera part of the slice data.so
displayed by the computer on a high resolution CRT
display. Fourier Inversion of the data in thin

Figure 3. Plame weve impulse response represent&- sle should yield, as explained previously, a pta-
Use used in defining the scattering jetaemi 4mqec representing the projection of the
csntroid F.-. scattering centers Of the object on a plane paral-

tarig deermned (p) f~f fmeq. lel to the Plane of the #-@Wae slice. Digitalsain; atcama, ~p w a fndr(p) frme. Fourler Inversion of the 1-epse slea data re-
(S) as. quires its conversion first from the polar format

-JkN~ka)In which It In originally acquired to a rectangular
r *p a~ V' Y0-COp)3I(p) (14) format suitable for application of the 2-Dl Fast

hA Fourier transform. Conversion from polar to rt
Again wo mote that all quantities on the right olde tangelar format was achieved by men of a weighted
of this equationw are - m - from smaurenats average of four neareat neighboring data points
aneept for the range inormation (ft*Wa of theob algorithm (171. The result in show in Fig. 4(b).

jetwhich wll be aspect dependent since the Typical Interpolation time on the KIIIC 11/2 for the
octwm otodI sect dpnet hstr 16K complex data point of the I-spea sliue aa
am be dnUeterid in beob doeiden. Ts tr about 10 mnutes.* The result of applying the 2-0l

esaedeerunedsbeerey~orieinvrsi oM mtohe nterpolated dta isshownIn Ft. 4(c).
-jk( -a~pThis projection Image In actually magnified In the

OF (Y I()-C(p)1/1(p) - a rci) vertical direction by a factor 1/cosO - 1.1.55 In
n e order to obtain a properly scaled projection Image

(1) of the scattering centers as they would be seen In
to first obtain the Impulse response for each ismo- a bottom viem of the 3-42 shown in Fig. 4(d). The
Inp sie sad them to detemnine the distance of the same scaling effect can also be achieved by seal-
msetoiag centrold for each look to find tdo Cee- Ing (contracting) the slice hologram of Fig. 4(b)
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I n the vertical diLrection by the same fatter l/cosO system change from bipolar (i.e. with negative side- -

before interpolation and Fourier inversion. It is lobes) to unipolar making it thus behave like a
seen that prominent characteristic scattering cen- speckle free incoherent imaging system [19].
term of the 3-52 e.g. engines, fuel tanks and fuse- (di
lage are delineated clearly and in the correct geo- ps The concepts described and verified in this pa-
metrical relation and relative size to enable rc- per show for the first tine how a network of widely
ognition and classification of the scatterer. The dispersed, extremely broadband, coherent radar sta-
Image resolution achieved is of the order of 2 cm tions can be used in a cooperative mode to produce
and is In agreement with theoretical predictions 3. 2-D projective images or 3-D tomographic images of

distant aerospace objects with unorecedented resolu-
tion. This resolution can exceed the capabilities of
optical Imaging systems whose operation, unlike mi-

Several Important conclusions dremarks can crowave systems, is severely hindered by atmospher-
be dram from the work presented. ic effects.

(a) The principles and methods discussed show how (h) The results presented here were obtained from
to access the 3-0 Fourier space of a nodispersive- data collected without having to maintain phase co-
ly scattering object by angular and wavelength di- herence from one angular frequency response measure-
varsity. AlthouOh not specifically discussed n ment to another. This has important practical ad-
this paper, polarization diversity cam also be em- vantages when multiaspect interrogation of the
played to increase the amount of Information in the scatterer with an array of broadband monostatic co-
accessed Fourier space. herent transmitter/receiver elements is employed as

(b) The accessing of the Fourier space is facilita- the mode for data acquisition as envisioned in the
ted through the use of a novel synthetic target de- proposed radar imaging network since it indicates
* rived reference (11) technique whose advantmes that maintenance of phase coherence between therived reeecdan os sources at the various stations is not required.beve beensoenerated eehere [3]-[6] and whoseeffectiveness has been demontrated are In the This eliminates the need for reference signal dis-
efctiaven esimh. The demttod he been used tribution networks which are known to be a major

obstacle in the realization of giant coherent micro-
routinely In our tomegrephic, and projective Imaging wave Imaging apertures (5] because of economical

_ of complex objects yielding unprecedented resolu- and practical constraints on their implementation.
tions. The TM technique results in a recording
arrangement that yields what can be regarded as a (1) Despite the fact that for the distance RT = 7m
3-0 lemsleas Fourier ttasfom hologram. and scatterer size L - .79m the receiving antenna

(c) The first centimeter resolution microwave pro- position in Fig. I is hardly in the far field zone
et (€)1 Thf sicst em atering ceteso f cmlexo- (R>L2/Ztin) of the scatterer, high quality images

condctc ing bof ste ceters do a ed were obtained using algorithm that stem from far
Thus Is aci ved by applsure the projectimo-slice field inverse scattering considerations. This
theorem to eii by Groplve cttein la c seems to indicate that the Imaging methods de-
thorete n or e pri mcrowve1 scaeng data scribed here are applicable to intermediate range
collected In our experimental microwave Imaging applications and possibly with some modifications
facilty, to near field Liaing situations.
(d) projection Imaging of characteristic highlights (j) The Fourier space slice accessed by the measure-
or scattering centers of a complex shaped object of meats described here using our experimental micro-
the kind emloyed In this study Is sbow to provide wav Imaging facility is Identical to the '-pace
sufficlent geometrical iag detail to enable idea- that one might access in the inverse SAR geometry
tifiation. of Fig. 2(a) or the Imaging radar network geometry
(a) Centimeter resolution is demonstrated through of Fig. 2(b). This can readily be verified by
the use of frequency diversity in the (6-17) G a drawing the I-space sampling format for these equi-
range ad angular diversity over v/2 in the data valent gomatries to fld that they are identical
acquisition mad by usin digital image reconstruc- since both access the p-space of the scatterer over
tics. h elent microwave Image quality is obtain- the same range of aspect angles one doing so se-
ed from data contained n a single finite slice of questially in time as the scatterer progresses in
the Fourier space accessed in an angular format of its flight and the other acquiring the same data
128 equally opeed radial lines covering an a le simaltaneously. The questions of ;-space acquisi-
of 90* with each radial line containing 128 complex tion in the presence of scatterer motion and imul-
data points. A study, not reported here, of the taneus interrogation where "cross-talk' can be a
effect of sgular sperture thi-An dad reduction, problem In the arrangmet of ?Ig. 2(b) have been
shows that reducing the amIer of radial lines (as- considered in our work and will be addressed in a
pect agles) covering the 900 angular aperture from future publication.

12 o U hardly causes any nticeable change In .ige qu aly hiles arroing th e guarhaerure C(k) Customarily, the function y(r) is identifiedImp quality while nring them apertu-re as the jcwttion of the scatterer de-doenet degrhateades Ie qualit iay sfined as being unity within it and zero outside (71,
n i nt degren that renders it unrecogaisable. [8]. The results presented here show that in

(f) The retrieved lagWe is nearly free of the practice y am asume sero values on those parts of
speck e aoie that plagues conventional coherent the scatterer's surface that are not seen by the
IMin systems [181 and particularly microwave system (i.e. do not scatter radiation in the direc-
imagin systems. Speckle noise suppression is at- tion of the observation point or points) such as
tributed to wavelength diversity which tends to the case of the flat wing sections and other gross
make the Impulse response of a coberent Imaging detail in the example of the 1-52 test object
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utilized la thin work. 7.* N. Sojaraki, "Inverse Scattering", Naval Air
Conad Final Report 1000 19-73-C-0312F, Feb.

* (1) The two vertical wedges appearing In Fig. 4(c) 1974.
are the projection image of the vertical pleuigSlass
amak supporting the test object (see Fig. 1(a)). G. RNM. Lewis, "Physical Optics Inverse Diffrac-
ftSice the clutter Information used in the data tion". IEEE Tracks. an Ant. a nd Prop.. Vol.* AP-
carrectionk procedure Is obtained for a single pool- 17, pp. 308-314, May 1969.
t*m oinrieuentation in 0, it will remove the effet
of anl Cylindrically symtuic features of the 9. N.H. Farhat end C.L. Wrner, "An Automated
poeltiemer that do not Change with 4 from the Image Microwave Measurement Facility for Three DImn-
uch as the vertical plexiglass tubing but not the sional Tomckgraphic Imaging by Wavelength Di-

vertical plexiglass arm sIwce these lack cylindri- versity', presented at the 1981 Intern. IngE
al -ymtry. The 1-agng of the plexiglass arm hP-S Symp. Ilational Radio Science Meeting,
is evidence of the effectiveness of the methods L.A., June 1981. S

described here In imaging of composite (mtalic/
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smaurmnts am readily be incorporated In the
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TONOGRAPHIC IMAGING OF DIELECTRIC BODIES

This task of our research program is concerned with the ability to image

dielectric and composite bodies using the A and polarization diversity imaging

techniques developed in our work. There are several reasons for this concern.

One is the fact that many objects of interest in remote imaging are

composite in nature i.e., they contain conducting, semi-conducting, or dielectric

parts. Another is the important role that can be played by an effective means

.of 3-D visualization in nondestructive evaluation (NDE). Microwave and milli-

meter wave (smw) visualization of internal defects and flaws can be particularly

important in materials that do not lend themselves to inspection by ultrasound

techniques such as large solid propellant grains*. Preliminary results of

(6-17) GHz microwave projection imaging of a dielectric test object consisting

of two concentric cylindrical tubings of .3 cm wall thickness and inner and

outer cylinder diameters of 4.750 ca and 29.70 ca respectively are given in

Fig 1. The object was mounted on an elevation-over azimuth positioner as

shown in the top photographs of Fig. 1 and horizontal plane slices of its

Fourier space where accessed over an azimuthal angle range of 0 < # < 360" for

different values of elevation angle 0 (- 00, 20%* 30*). Since a single Fourier

space slice is measured, the images retrieved from it by Fourier inversion will,

In accordance to the projection-slice theorem, correspond to projections of

the object scattering function on a plane parallel to the projection plane.

Such projections are shown in the second row of Fig. 1 for the three values of e

chosen.

R.W. Cribbs and B.L. Lamb, "Resolution of Defects by Microwave Holography",
Proc. of the Engineering Applications of Holography Symposium, conducted
for ARPA by TRW Systems Group, Los Angeles, Feb. 1972.
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Fii.d1. anl of mi"uwav t aphic imaging - 9gf t c ent rcpl i
' glass cylinders shown in the two views of the top row mounted on

elevatin-over-azimuth positiner. Second row - Digital reconstruc-
tion from Fourier space slices obtained using a 6-17 G~s spectral
window and 360 ° angular aperture. Bottom row - Digital reconstruction

from equivalent computer simulation. e is the angle between the
cylinder axis and the vertical.
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The projection images shown are seen to have adequate resolution for identi-

fication of gross detail but obviously not for the identification of other

features such as possible voids, cracks, delaminations and other fine detail

and imperfections of interest in NDE which would require higher mw resolu-

tions. Also shown for comparison (bottom row of Fig. 1) are the results of

a computer simulation. It is seen that good agreement exists between the ex-

perimentally and numerically obtained results.

'-
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APPENDIX IX

PROJECTION IMGING OF INCOHERENT OBJECTS



PROJECTION INAGING OF INCOHERENT OBJECTS

Theoretical considerations show that the concept of 3-D tomographic

Imaging by wavelength diversity is extendable to incoherent radiation and

thus to thermally emitting objects [1]. Verification of this concept can

lead to true passive 3-D imaging (radiometry or thermography) capabilities

with important implications in surveillance, remote sensing and possibly radio-

astronomy. Specifically we have shown, [1], that spectrally selective cross-

correlation measurements or equivalent cross-spectral density measurements of

the random wavefield emitted by a 3-D incoherent source of brightness distri-

bution b(r) can be employed to access the 3-D Fourier space B(p) of the emitter

-4 where p - k(l, R* ad 1  being unit vectors from an origin in the

object in the directions of the observation points located at r1 and r2 and k

being the wavelength (central wavelength of the synchronously tuned filters

used to achieve spectral selectivity in the correlator arms).

Successful verification of the concept was achieved recently employing

* acoustic noise emission rather than microwave emission because of easier

and less costly implementation. Because of the large ratio of velocity of

light to velocity of sound (=-10 6) the same wavelength ranges of interest in

.* incoherent microwave frequencies can be achieved with sound frequencies

that are 106 times lower i.e., sound spectra in the KHz range.

Two acoustive measurement systems have been implemented to experimentally

verify and study 3-D interferometric imaging of incoherent objects. Both measure

the cross-spectral power density. One directly by spectrally selective cross-

correlation measurements (see Fig. 1) and the other indirectly (see Fig. 2) by

measuring the coherence function r(r, r 2, T) first, then Fourier trans-

--
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forming wr to T, where r and r being the position vectors of the trans-

ducers. The receiving transducers in both systems are wide-band condenser

microphones each located approximately 8 meters from the object. The angle

between them as seen from the object is approximately 600. The object itself'.

consists of 5 dome tweeters arranged in a 3-D array on top of an azimuth

positioner (rotating pedestal). The rotation of the pedestal is controlled

by a MINC 11 Computer which coordinates system data acquisition and storage.

The first system shown in Fig. 1 utilizes digitally controlled dual

switched capacitor band-pass filters that select quasimonochromatics bands

of the received signals. The Q of these filters is on the order of 200

which implies a 50 Hz bandwidth at 10 KHz. The filter outputs are multi-

plied and integrated to form an estimate of the cross-spectral density.

.The second system is based upon measurement of the mutual coherence

function. By the well known Weiner-Kinchin Theorem the cross-spectral power

density and the mutual coherence function are a Fourier transform pair. Hence

knowledge of the former leads to determination of the latter via a discrete

Fourier Transform. This system is shown in Fig. 2. It utilizes two CCD20 48

stage bucket brigade devices in order to achieve a programmable analog delay.

The MINC 11 Computer can program the delay time in 7ps increments. The mutual

coherence function is measured by chinging the delay in one channel relative

to the other channel. The product of the two channels is then integrated to

yield an estimate of the coherence function. The width of the correlation

peak resulting from a point source is inversely related to the bandwidth of

the systems which in turn determines the range resolution. System resolution

is found to be on the order of 1.5 cm. An example of a measured cross-

correlation function of an incoherent point source, a single dome tweeter, is

shown in Fig. 3. This was obtained with the arrangemeut of Fig. 2.
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i' Fig. 3. Results of a cross-correlation
-:T measurement of an incoherent point

} i" source.

In order to obtain a three dimensional image of the 3-D test object

:-! described earlier the multiaspect cross-spectral density must be measured

over as large a volume of Fourier space as possible. Successive slices

of the object can then be retrieved using Fourier's domain projection

theorem.

Recently, single slices or co 0t8gJa of the 3-D Fourier space B(p)

of the incoherent test object were obtained. These correlograms were

! employed in a digital reconstruction scheme identical to that used in the

!- reconstruction of our wavelength diversity holograms to produce the first

i' projection ima-ges of a 3-D incoherent object.

" The results to be described below show the validity of applying the pro-

! Jection-slice theorem (see Appendix VI) in the context here and are therefore

~indicative of the feasibility of tomographic imaging of 3-D incoherent objects

from cross-spectral power density data. Note that our work differs from

,-5-
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medical radio-emissive tomography that is based on flux density measurements

that are noninterferometric in nature.

Pictorial views of the measurement system utilized are given in Fig. 4(a).

The 3-D noise emitting object, shown in Fig. 4(b), was realized using a

3-D formation of five acoustic tweeters as mentioned earlier excited from

independent random noise generators in the (.6 - 13.5) KHz range. The

tweeter assembly is mounted on a computer controlled azimuthal positioner

that is used to change their azimuthal angle * relative to the sensors.

The random wavefield produced was transduced at two points in space separated

as seen from the object by angle B = 600 with the aid of two condenser micro-

phones shown in Fig. 4(c) and the cross-spectral power density of their out-

puts was obtained using the indirect arrangement of Fig. 2.

The correlogram recorded when only two of the five tweeters, indicated

in the top view given in Fig. 5(a), were excited is shown in Fig. 5(b)

Figure 5(b) is the real part of the correlogram as recorded by changing

0 in Fig. 5(a) over a range of 180* in 196 steps and plotting the measured

cross-spectral density radially over a range equivalent to the (.6 - 13.5)

KHz spectral window utilized. The correlogram consists of 196 radial lines

each consisting of 48 frequency points and represents the data in a slice

of the Fourier space of the object. A digitally interpolated version of

this correlogram was obtained by a four-nearest-neighbors algorithm [2].

In accordance with the projection-slice theorem, Fourier inversion of the

data in this slice should yield a projection image of the brightness distri-

bution of the source as projected on a plane parallel to that of the slice.

The results of 2-D digital Fourier inversion of the correlogram slice of

Fig. 5(b) after interpolation is shown in Fig. 5(c). This preliminary result

-6-
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Fig. 4. -Pictorial detail of measure-
ment sys te employed In
accessing a slice of the 3-D
PTuuier space of an Incoherent
3-D acoustic source. (a) in-
strumentation including ampli-
fiers, programmable delays and
multiplier. (b) View of 3-D
ditribution of five acoustic Moonoise emitters (tweeters).
(C) Viewvof one of the two
condenser microphones used for
seasing the random acoustic
field In the (.6 - 13.5) Mix

range.
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.4.

:4Fig. 5. Results of the first wavelength diversity correlation
imaging experiment of two acoustic noise emitters
(tweeters) in the (.6-13.5) K~z 'range. (a) Top view
of source geometry (Tl and T2) relative to transducer
microphones (MI and 142). (b) Real part of COJAeL~gJ~oM
and (c) Digitally retrieved projection image.



represents the first successful experimental verification of the concept of 1
projective imaging of 3-D detail of an incoherently emitting object employing

4i spectrally selective cross-correlation measurements or equivalent cross-spectral

density measurement. The results pave the way to true 3-D tomographic imaging

of such objects and raise intriguing questions on the 3-D object information

content in random wave-fields produced by thermally emitting objects.
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V-4

SPECKLE SUPPRESSION BY WAVELENGTH DIVERSITY

Considerable progress in the understanding of speckle, its use, and

Its elimination has been achieved (see for example [l]-[4]) following the

advent of the laser when the observation of speckle and its related phenomena

became a routine everyday occurrence. This progress has resulted in good under-

standing of the statistics of speckle patterns formed in polarized monochro-

utic electromagnetic fields. These are shown to result from a classical random

walk in the complez. plane with the resulting irradiance fluctuations obeying a

negative exponential law and the contrast of the speckle pattern, defined as

the ratio of the standard deviation to the man, being equal to unity [8].

Examples of millimeter wove Images illustraing the deleterious effect of speckle

on Image quality and effective resolution are shown in Figs. I and 2. Most

methods for the reduction of speckle [1],[21,[3]-[8] rely on either frequency

diversity, spatial or angular diversity, or polarization diversity all of

which are naturally present in wavelength and polarization diversity imaging.

In particular the effect of wavelength diversity in suppressing speckle can be

explained In terms of deorrelation of the speckle patterns at the various re-

cording frequencies making thus the effect of speckle on the recorded data re-

asmble that of random noise. It can be appreciated from this brief discussion

of speckle that the wavelength and polarization diversity imaging method has

Inbuilt mechanisms for suppressing speckle noise. This leads us to expect

that the reduction by speckle of the information content of obtained images

should not be excessive. This speckle combating capability is one of the most

significant features of wavelength and polarization diversity imaging allowing it

to combine the best of two worlds, the world of incoherent imaging where speckle

noise is nonexistent and the world of coherent imaging where sensitive heterodyne

detection techniques and versatile data acquisition and processing is available.
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Our research program calls for closer examination of the effect

of speckle noise on information content. Therefore to understand the role

of wavelength diversity in suppressing speckle we consider an ideal X-diversity

imaging situation in which the p-space of the object is accessed over a ball of

radius po W 2k by monostatic multiaspect interrogation of a scattering

object over an angular aperture of 4i[sr]. The volume of this ball

.4 in Fourier space is represented by,

(-t 1 .............. p <Po

HF) - (1)

( 0 ....... elsewhere

The 3-D impulse response or point Apead junction (PSF) obtained by 3-D

Fourier transformation of eq. (1) is (9],

4irp 
3

h(r) P2 (sinc (p0r) - cos (p r)) (2)

(pO r) 0

axd is seen to be spherically symmetric. In eq. (2), r is a position vector

in spatial domain. In comparison H(-) for a spherical shell in j-space of radius

P-Po and unit strength can be described by (91,

Hp) (3)
:" 0 ........... elsewhere

which can be accessed by using monochromatic radiation at wavenumber k - p0 /2

and angular diversity of '[sr]. Fourier inversion of eq. (3) yields, the

3-D PSY,

h(r) - sinc (p r) (4)
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Equation (2) can be utilized to determine the 3-D PSF of a spherical shell

in p-space extending from p1 to p2 > P1 by simply replacing p in eq. (2)

by P2 and p1 respectively and subtracting the two resulting expressions.

This procedure can be also extended to evaluation of the PSF of a series of

concentric p-space spherical shells of arbitrary thickness arising wheL

frequency diversity measurements extending over several available nonover-

lapping frequency bands.

Using the above results the PSF for monochromatic and

broadband (wavelength diversity) imaging systems operating in different

regions of the Pwave and mv spectrum were computed. The results are shown

in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3(a), the monochromatic 18 GHz PSF (inner curve)

and the broadband (2-18) GEz PSF (outer curve) are compared. Similar results

are shown in (b) and (c) for 17 GHz versus (6-17) GHz and 40 GHz versus

(2-40) GHz. The 3 dB width Ar first zero crossing Arz , and the
3dB.'zr

first sidelobe level for all these cases are summarized in Table I. It is evi-

dent from the results shown that wavelength or frequency diversity results in a

slight broadening of the PSF but has the important effect of suppressing the side-

lobes of the PSF as compared with those for the monochromatic shortest wavelength

* (or highest frequency) in each case. The degree of sidelobe suppression is

*1 greater the smaller the value of the lower bound on the frequency spectrum

utilized. Of significance is the fact that the PSF: for the (2-18) GHz and

the (2-40) GHz cases is essentially unipolar, i.e., they are essentially

positive real as for 0ncoheAent imaging systems that exhibit no speckle noise.

Similar behavior is exhibited in Fig.4 and Table II which present similar

results for the PSF of several idealized monochromatic and broadband imaging

systems operating in the (18-96) GHz range. The broadband (18-96) GHz case is

computed for three non-overlapping waveguide bands where travelling wave tube

amplifiers are commercially available. These results show that high resolu-

tion speckle free wavelength diversity imaging is possible through the use of

broad frequency bands with small lower frequency limit.

i.. -5-
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Flg. 4. Computed PST of several idealized monochromatic and broad-
band imaging system in the (18-96) GHz range. The (18-96)
QHa range is covered in three nonoverlapping bands specified
in Table II.
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J, 18 GHz (2-18) GHz 17 GHz (6-17) GHz 40 GHz (2-40) GRz

FrA3dB .74 1.27 .78 1.12 .33 .58
c] I

!Arzero 1.67 9.13 1.75 2.68 .75 9.76

(cm]

lt side
tlobe -13.4 -42.5 -13.4 -23 -13.4 -46
Aievel [dB],

Table I. Comparison of PSF of several idealized monochromatic and broad-
band coherent imaging systems in the (2-40) GHz range.

18 GHz 96 GHz (18-96) GUz in Three Frequency Bands

18 40 49.5 58 91 96

Ar3dB 7.37 1.38 2.5
ImmI

Ar
, zero 16.67 3.125 10.7

siie-lobe
level [dB]

lt -13.4 -13.4 -23

2nd -18 -18 -36./

Table 11. Comparison of PSI-for several idealized monochromatic and
broadband coherent imaging systems in the (18-96) GHz range.
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Finally in this section it is worth pointing out that the PSFs of

the solid sphere (ball) and the spherical shell sampling formats in p-space

described by eqs. (2)-(4) are

behavior. The similarity of the two PSFs becomes imediately evident when

one applies the projection slice theorem (Appendix VI) to the two sampling

formats as elaborated upon in Appendix V. As long as the p-space sampling

format has in any direction an extended projection, as is true for the ball and

the spherical shell where the projection areas are also equal, the 3-D PSF will

contain a sharp central peak. Accordingly if we were to access the p-space

of an object over a portion of the spherical shell (a cap) as is done in

conventional monochromatic "sector scanning" or "rotational scanning" [10],

[11] one can lose the 3-D imaging capabilities very rapidly as the depth of

the cap diminishes (case of lensless Fourier transform hologram discussed in

[11]). This is so because not all directional projections of a shallow cap are ex-

tended in area and therefore not all central slices of its PSF are of compact

support (narrow extent). The above reasoning provides a new and general way

of viewing imaging processes, whether broad-band or narrow, in such a way

as to enhance our insight and understanding.
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MICROWAVE IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION BY BACKPROJECTION

In this appendix we show that a method for image reconstruction other

, than that used in our work to date exists. The method is based on a back-

projection algorithm similar to that employed in medical computerized axial

tomography. The electromagnetic inverse scattering basis for the technique

is briefly described here together with a Fourier optics interpretation of

the backprojection algorithm. Examples of images obtained using the back-

projection algorithm are presented and compared with those obtained using

Fourier inversion.

Theoretical Basis

It is well known that monostatic or bistatic nultiaspect scattering

measurement techniques can be used to access the Fourier transform of a

scattering object. The far field measured In the direction of the unit

vector R due to plane wave illumination in the direction of the unit

vector I of a perfectly conducting scattering body is given by,

Ia -j2 kR

-je 2 R 1  r () (1)

where we have assumed monostatic probing (- - -li with R being the dis-

tance between the transmitter/receiver and the origin in the object and

where,

F() - f Y(G) • dr (2)

obj

is obtained from the measured field (1) by,

r-1-



rCj) J2 R. *j2kR(3
k *(,R)(3

p and r being position vectors in Fourier space and object space respec-

tively, with,

a - 0. The scattering function '(r) represents the 3-D distribution and

I

strengths of scattering centers on the object. It is given by the 3-D Fourier

inversion of r(p),

s1
t(r) -d-p t the d-por p6

(2w)
3

Equations (2) to (5) Indicate that the 3-D Fourier space of the scattering

object, i.e., the Fourier transform of the scattering function, can be

measured by changing k for various fixed values of 1 over a finite regionP

of p-space (Fourier space) along radial lines emanating from the origin of a

p ,Py,px coordinate system. The exact shape and size of the accessed

Fourier volume depends on the values assumed by the vector p i.e., on the

spectral window utilized and on the range of aspect angles of the object

for which the scattered field is measured.

To simplify the following analysis, without loss of generality of the

results, we assume y(G) consists of a collection of point scatterers of

amplitudes a1 located at 71 which can be represented by an array of three

dinenslioal delta functions of weights ai,

-2-



y(r) E Z ai 8 (r-r) (7)
i

where 8 is the Dirac delta function. Combining eqs. (2) and (7)

r(p) - E ai • (8)
i

Nov for any fixed direction 1 eq. (1) becomesp

-j2* R
C

M1 c R 1

The inverse Fourier transform of *(w)/w represents the temporal impulse3-
response of the object as measured from the direction 1R. This will

be,

=-j!- R
g W F J(W)e r(A aj) dw (10)W)A
W (2w)2- R

where,

U(w) - (11)

elsewhere

represent the rectangular spectral window utilized in the measurement ex-

tending from (a, to w2 . Making use of eq. (8) in (10) and making use of

eqs. (4) and (5) we obtain,

(2) 1-

(12)
- h(t) E a at --a-+1

(2W)2 i a 2 2t)
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or,

g(t)---- a h [t  (13)
(2w)R I h ctc R)

where h(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of H(w). The advantage of

using wide spectral windows that make h(t) approach a delta function are

obvious. In that case the temporal impulse response of the object as

measured from a given direction 1R will be composed of a train of narrow

impulses occurring at,

ti M- ( - r1. )(4

All scattering centers for which

- coast (15)

are seen to occur at the same time. Equation (15) is that of a plane

normal to IR. Therefore all scattering centers lyin In a plane normal

to l. will contribute a combined echo. The Impulse response g(t) repre-

sents therefore the projection of the scattering strengths of all scattering

centers of the object that lie in planes normal to ; on a line parallel to

In other words g(t) measures the projection of the 3-D scattering function

y(r). of the object on a line parallel to 1 which we call the pfwjection

Une. By repeating the measurement g(t) for a sufficiently large number

of different directions lR (different object aspects), enough such 3-D to 1-D pro-

jections can be obtained to allow reconstructing y(r) by backprojection.

The required backprojection algorithm would consist of:

(a) Aligmet of the various g(t)s In time to eliminate any unequal

propagtion time delay 2R/c as could occur when an array of transmitter/

receiver stations Is employed In interrogating the object from different

-4-
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aspects and the range R between each station and a prescribed origin on I
the object are not equal. One way of making this alignment is the TDR

method described in Appendix VII. Another is based on cross-correlating

the Impulse responses g(t) belonging to angularly adjacent observations

(looks). Since for adjacent aspect angles the g(t)s will be caused mostly

by the same scattering centers they will be highly correlated. The time dis-

placement between adjacent g(t)'s required to achieve maximum correlation

represents then the relative shift in the location of the scattering centroid

of the object. The shifts between successive angularly adjacent looks can

then be used to sequentially correct the time delays of the g(t)s obtain the

required alignment. Once this time alignment or equivalent range correction

is achieved one proceeds to the next step of the algorithm.

(b) The second step of the backprojection algorithm consist of orient-

Ing the range corrected functions g(t) in 3-D space along the directions of

*their 1R vectors and backprojecting or "smearing" the values of each g(t)

in space into planes normal to the lines of projection and adding the

results in 3-D space to reconstruct an image of y(r).

Our work to date has focused on accessing a single slice in the Fourier

space of the scattering object by changing the object orientation in azimuth

only. A projection image of the scattering centers of the object is then

retrieved by Fourier inversion of the polar formated slice data or "slice holo-

gram" (see Appendix VII). Clearly each radial line in the polar formated p-space

slice represents the frequency response of the object measured from a different

aspect angle. Fourier inversion of the data in a given radial line yields,

an discussed earlier a "temporal response" or "finite-width-impulse response"

which represents essentially the projection of the scattering centers of the

-5-
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3-D object on a line in the direction. In other words, multiaspect fre-

quency response measurements of an object represent indirectly the projec-

tion of the scattering centers of the 3-D object on lines of different

orientations determined by the directions of viewing. This suggests as

pointed out earlier that image reconstruction should be implementable using

some sort of backprojection algorithm. Indeed the feasibility of such an

algorithm can be appreciated by examining the coherent optical Fourier trans-

form arrangement of Fig. l(a) utilized in optical image retrieval. The re-

constructed image resulting from the optical Fourier transform of the fan-

shaped pattern r(p,*) of the projection or slice hologram in Fig. l(a) can

be viewed as being produced by coherent superposition of the Fourier trans-

forms of the individual radial (constant f) lines in the hologram. An ex-

ample of the Fourier transform of two such lines is shown in Fig. l(b)

where the Fourier transform of each line is seen to be smeared uniformly in

the Fourier plane or image plane in a direction normal to each line. Super-

position of these two smeared complex field patterns in the image plane pro-

vides the contribution of the data in the two radial hologram lines to the

image. This Fourier optics interpretation of the optical image retrieval

process should also be implementable digitally by Fourier inversion of the in-

dividual frequency responses in the projection hologram (or slice hologram) for

each f to obtain a collection of corresponding temporal responses. By proper

temporal and angular alignment of these temporal responses as described earlier

and by smearing or back-projecting each in a direction normal to its angular

orientation and adding all the backprojected data at every point coherently we

expect to reconstruct the image of the object. One aim of our backprojection

reconstruction effort is to analyze and study backprojection algorithms digitally to
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see whether they offer any advantages over the digital 2-D interpolation/Fourier

transform method used in obtaining the images shown earlier. For example an imme-

* diately recognized advantage of the back-projection algorithm over the FFT algo-

rithm is that it does not require data transformation from polar to rectangular

formats as needed for applying the 2-D digital Fourier transform. Data

interpolation may therefore not be necessary. Another advantage is that

the range normalization and "phase tweeking" algorithm described in Appendix

VII are directly applicable to the temporal response data for synthesis of

a TDR. It is also an aim of this aspect of our study to apply a variety of

filtering operations, that have been successfully utilized in tomographic

x-ray reconstruction from back-projections, to the temporal response data

before backprojecting and reconstructing the image and to assess their influence

on image quality.

Experimental Results

Preliminary results of an image retrieved by digital implementation of

the backprojection algorithm described above are presented in Fig. 2. The

data utilized is that of the B-52 scale model test object collected as

described in Appendix VII and employed there to retrieve the image shown in

Fig. 4 of that Appendix by Fourier inversion. Figure 2 shows a sequence of

3 photographs illustrating how the image emerges as data from an increasing

number of projections are added. In obtaining the result in Fig. 2 each line

in the p-space data utilized was individually multiplied by a ramp function

or passed through an R&L filter [1] before Fourier inversion to obtain the

corresponding temporal impulse responses to which backprojection is applied.

after temporal and angular alignment. Comparison of the result in Fig. 2
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Fig. 2. Results of backprojection reconstruction of B-52 employing
ramp filtering.
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and that in Fig. 4 of Appendix VII obtained by Fourier inversion shows that

the backprojection algorithm produces sharper images of the visible scatter-

ing centers of the B-52 but with "wispy" trailing edges. The image shown

in Fig. 2 represents the first backprojection reconstruction of a microwave

object from realistic data. Growing interest in the back projection algo-

rithm is becoming evident in the literature for some of the reasons indi-

cated earlier [2],[3]. Work on this aspect of our research program is con-

tinuing.
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